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The techniques for determining a geological structure 
near the surface from observations of surface waves are pre­
sented. The obtained parameters in the surface layers, such 
as P- and S-wave velocities, densities, and thicknesses, may 
be useful for surface corrections in data processing. The 
methods employed herein are demonstrated to have sufficient 
potential for application in seismic exploration to warrant 
further refinement and testing.
Group and phase velocities have been determined from data 
acquired using the Vibroscis* source. Two field examples are 
presented. One of the analyses reveals P- and S-wave veloc­
ities and density of 0.95, 0.35 km/sec and 1.7 2 g/cm3, 
respectively, in the recent sand overlaying the Pierre shale 
(Upper Cretaceous) in Morgan County, Colorado. The thickness 
of the sand is about IS m. In the synthetic calculations 
a Poisson's ratio of 0.42 was calculated and a relation 
between P-wave velocity and density, p - 0.23 (3 280.84 Vp)1*, 
was assumed.
An interpretation of the other phases in the noise spread 
data used in this study leads one to identify phases which 
have been converted, either .the P- to S-waves or S- to P-
\
* Tradename of Continental Oil Company.
iii
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waves, at the boundary between the sand and the shale. They 
may be a combination of the head waves and their multiple 
reflections in the sand. Previously such waves have been 
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Extensive studies of surface waves were done in the early 
1950‘s. The prime objective in these studies was to investi­
gate and clarify the characteristics of dispersive high am­
plitude waves, known as 'ground roll", which have lower 
moveout velocities (apparent velocities) compared with the 
refracted and reflected waves. Those high amplitude waves 
give rise to noise detrimental in reflection seismology. M.
D. Dobrin (1950), M. B. Dobrin, R. F. Simon, and P. L.
Lawrence (1950), J. D. Eisler (1952), and others investigated 
the characteristics of ground roll in some specific regions. 
They looked at phenomena such as dispersion, retrograde 
ground motion on the surface, amplitude decrease with increas­
ing shot and geophone depths, and phase and group velocities. 
They concluded that those waves constituting "ground roll" 
are identical to Rayleigh waves. During the period when 
surface waves were studied in the field of seismic explora­
tion, a series of famous papers by N. A. Haskell (1953), by 
which the Thomson-Haskell Method became well known, were 
being presented in earthquake seismology.
Among the surface waves, there are fundamentally two 
different types, Rayleigh and Love waves. Particle dis­
placement associated with the former has radial and vertical 
components whereas that of the latter has a transversely
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horizontal component. Besides these waves, there exists 
another type, called leaky mode”, of which energy is leaking 
downward from the surface layers, so that the amplitude of 
this mode decreases rapidly with distance compared to that of 
the other waves.
One of the prominent characteristics of the surface waves 
which can be derived from the solution of the wave equation 
under the boundary conditions is dispersion. The solution 
is called the characteristic function which has parameters 
of P- and S-wave velocities, densities and thicknesses of 
the surface layers. Rayleigh and Love waves have fundamental 
and higher modes, which are designated according to the number 
of nodes of displacement vs. depth. The characteristic 
function has a solution for a given frequency at only a 
certain phase velocity for a certain mode. By using this 
fact, velocities, densities, and thicknesses of the surface 
layers can be determined by comparing the observed and the 
calculated velocities at each frequency.
Unfortunately, numerical calculations of synthetic 
dispersion functions were not available for a model with 
more than two layers in the early 1950's, especially in the 
case of Rayleigh waves, because of computational difficulties. 
Little work concerning surface waves has appeared in the 
literature in the field of seismic exploration in the past 35 
years, even though the computational difficulties have been
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overcome by the introduction of high speed computers. One of 
the reasons may be that the problem of surface waves as noise 
in seismic exploration was solved to some extent by the intro­
duction of geophone arrays, velocity and band-pass filters, 
etc. Nevertheless, there still exist some problems such as 
long period statics which may ’be solved by utilizing the 
surface waves. Long period statics affect the sections below 
the surface layers more in S-wave exploration than in P-wave 
exploration, because of the lower velocities in the former.
Today, since high speed computers are readily available, 
it may be worth studying the utilization of the surface 
waves, which contain much important information regarding 
the near-surface layers. The physical parameters of the 
layers, such as velocities of P and S waves, densities, and 
thicknesses, obtained from the analysis of the surface waves 
could then be used for various kinds of corrections in explo­
ration data processing.
The particle motion of Rayleigh waves on the earth's 
surface has a retrograde characteristic with a horizontal to 
vertical component ratio of approximately 2:3. Since the 
component of geophones used in conventional seismic 
exploration is vertical, only data containing Rayleigh waves 
were available for this study. If field data obtained by 
using horizontal geophones are available, Love waves can be 
used in addition to the data of Rayleigh waves and a program
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to calculate synthetic dispersion curves for Love waves is 
appended.
In this paper, the effects of structural anomalies near 
the surface on the stacked sections are reviewed by means 
of synthetic seismograms. After an introduction of the 
surface waves and some techniques to analyze them, two 
examples of structural determination from noise tests in 
Fremont and Morgan Counties, Colorado, using explosive and 
Vibroseis sources, respectively, are presented.
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EFFECTS OF ANOMALIES NEAR THE SUFFACE ON STACKED SECTIONS
Long wavelength statics (wavelength is greater than one 
spread length) are the result of broad, near-surface velocity 
anomalies such as permafrost, lava flow, weathering layers, 
etc. For example, permafrost generally has a much higher 
velocity than that of the surrounding unfrozen sediment and 
has lateral thickness variation. Lava flows exhibit similar 
features. On the other hand, a weathering layer has a lower 
velocity than that of the unweathered rocks and anomalously 
higher attenuation.
Anomalies with long wavelengths seem to have little 
effect on the stacked record quality because the full mag­
nitude excursion of the statics occurs outside the CDP 
spread. They do, however, alter considerably the configu­
ration of the time horizons and give an illusory picture of 
the subsurface. A strong ringing effect is also caused by 
high velocities within near-surface layers. This is
another problem to be solved in the field of seismic explora-*
tion.
Since it is not meaningless to review the effect of 
near-surface velocity anomalies on propagating waves and 
the stacked sections, theoretical CDP sections were synthe­
sized by a set of programs developed for this purpose. The 
calculation procedure is based on geometrical ray-tracing 
and has the following steps :
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1 . selection of an appropriate structural model,
2 . ray-tracing to obtain travel-time and amplitude data 
at each geophone location,
3 . transformation of the information derived in the pre­
vious step from shot-domain to CDP-domain.
4. NMO correction by using the equation,
AT = ( Tj + ( X/Vrras) 2 P  - T ( 1 )
AT, T 0 , X, Vrms, and T represent normal moveout, 
travel time at zero source-geophone offset, source- 
geophone offset, root—mean-square velocity, and 
travel time at X, respectively.
5. CDP gathering and stacking,
6 . display of the CDP stacks.
The method used for ray-tracing was a simple "geometrical 
ray-tracing" based on "Snell's Law", for which a flow-chart 
is shown in Figure 1 together with its explanation. In this
program, the effects of geometrical spreading, reflection
coefficients, transmission losses, and rays obliquely inci­
dent to a boundary were taken into consideration. For 
each shot, the shooting geometry had zero-offset between 
the first geophone and the shot point. There were twenty- 
four individual geophones with an interval of 0.2 kilometer. 
The shot moveout and location were the same as the geophone
interval and at fixed locations on the ground, respectively:
T-2 37 7 7














PRINT OUT PLOT GO TO I
REFLECTION NEW RAY VECTOR REFL. COEFF.
REFRACTION NEW RAY VECTOR REFR. COEFF.
Figure 1. Flow-chart of ray-tracing. After input of a 
model and shot location, an initial ray vector is deter­
mined. In the case that the ray hits the boundary under 
consideration, new ray vector and amplitude are calculated 
after reflection. If the boundary is not the boundary 
under consideration, refraction takes place. When the 
ray comes back to the surface, the location of the ray 
and geophone locations are examined. If the location of 
the ray is not the same as one of the geophone location, 
calculation starts again at step 1 noted in the figure.
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that is, the second shot point was moved to the location of 
the second geophone location in the first shot and the third 
shot point was taken at the third geophone location in the 
first shot, etc.
Twelve fold with zero group-offset was adopted according 
to the following equation,
No. of geophones
No. of fold = —-----------------  ( 2 )
2 x shot moveout
The CDP points between geophone locations were abandoned in 
the actual procedure as unnecessary.
The following criteria were used in the normal moveout 
correction:
1. For each CDP point, only one coefficient "a" in the 
equation, %
T 2 = b + a X 2 , ( 3 )
was determined by using least-square fitting. T and 
X denote calculated travel time and the offset, "a" 
is a square of a reciprocal of stacking velocity, and 
"b" is assumed to be the same as T2 at zero offset in 
the travel time calculation.
2. The fitting line must pass through a point T 2 at zero 
geophone-shot offset.
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3. The square root of the reciprocal of "a" in equation 
( 3 ) is taken as a stacking velocity, instead of the 
results of velocity analysis, because the travel time 
data contained little noise.
Figures 2 and 3 show a flow-chart of the program mentioned 
above and the selected structural model. The model consists 
of homogeneous layers with velocities 1.5, 3.0, 3.5, and 
4.0 km/sec, from the top to the bottom. The depth of the 
boundary between the first and second layers changes slowly 
in the lateral direction with a wave-length three times 
longer than the spread length, (in the figure, one spread 
length is shown together with examples of ray-tracing for 
some sequential shots). A flat boundary was inserted between 
the second and- third layers to test structural distortion 
and phase distortion of wavelets caused by the surface low- 
velocity layer.
Figure 4 shows the stacked CDP section with the same 
lateral scale as Figure 3. Prominent structural alteration 
can be observed in the time section, especially in the reflec­
tions from the third (flat) boundary. It is noted that 
the low-velocity layer has a strong effect on amplitude in 
the reflections, although the.effect of absorption of seismic 
energy caused by inelasticity was not taken into account in 
the calculation. This amplitude anomaly was caused by large 
NMO correction error introduced by long travel, paths in
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SUM(RZFL. COE?. FUNCTION) 
RCQ(TA' (NOF))-AM?' (NOF)
IX. CDP DOMAIN 
LCD?(M)
TA (NOF) , AM? (NOF)
TA* (NOF)-T(NOF)+T(l)
-(t (1)2-<o f?/v  )2)
CONVOLUTION
TFC (N) "RCO (N) *VAL(N) .
CO TO I
INPUT DATA
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the low-velocity layer for CDP points under which the low- 
velocity layer was thick. Reflections from the bottom 
boundary show similar amplitude effects and the top of the 
anticline is shifted toward the left of the figure. Ampli­
tudes on both sides of this anticline show a large difference 
in magnitude, depending on the ray-path through the low- 
velocity layer.
Figures 5a and 5b show the Fourier amplitude spectrum of 
both the original wavelet, with which the reflection coeffi­
cient function for each trace was convolved, and a trace of 
reflections from the third (flat) boundary at a location 
shown by an arrow in Figure 4 after CDP gathering. As was 
mentioned at the beginning of this section, the stacked record 
quality is little affected by the surface velocity anomaly 
because the CDP spread is short compared with the wave- 






























160.00120.00<40.00 80.00 FREQUENCY ( HZ). 00
Figure 5a. Fourier amplitude of the original wavelet 
with which the reflection coefficient function for 




1 60. 001 20. 0000. 0040. 00FREQUENCY (H0. 30
Figure 5b. Fourier amplitude of gathered reflections from 




There are two different interpretations of surface waves, 
one of which is that the surface waves are multiple reflec­
tions in matched phase within the near-surface layers. The 
other interpretation is that they are free oscillations of 
the earth in larger dimensions and free oscillations of 
rigid surface layers in much smaller dimensions. The 
solutions of the wave equation in both cases are the same.
Here the wave equation, stress-strain relation, and some 
sets of solutions of the wave equation will be described 
after H. Takeuchi and M. Saito (1972).
The equation of motion for a self-gravitating sphere is 
described by,
3 2U
Po 3 t 2
p0f + p 0 grad ip - g 0 div(pQU)




V zip = 4ttG div(p0U) ( 5 )
in a spherical coordinate system (r,0,<M- Here U, G, g 0 , p0 ,
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f, and ip denote displacement/ Newton's constant of gravi­
tation, gravity in place, density in the equilibrium state, 
external body force, and gravitational potential, re­
spectively. a is stress in the deformed state. These 
equations are the fundamental equations for the free oscil­
lations of the earth and long period waves. Since the 
period encountered in seismic exploration is much shorter 
than the period of free oscillation or mantle waves, the 
gravity term may be omitted in the equations.






q q q  =  —    +  — U r
r 39 r
1 3U* 1 1
' e<H   + — u9cote + — urr sin0 3<f> r r ( 6 )
e$Q = ----- :----------cot9 +
r 30 r r sinQ 36
1 3 U 3U6 1
+ --- ------a.«c|>r “   —  u(*>
r sinQ 36 3r r
3U0 1 1 3Ur
erQ = —  UQ +
3r r r 30
where e^j denotes strain component on i-j plane
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A stress-strain relation is expressed in terns of a 
strain function W,
3 W
aaS = -----  ( 7 1
3eaS
Here W has a dimension of energy per unit volume and may 
be expressed as follows
2VJ = A (egq + + c err + 2 F <e99 + ecj)̂  ̂err
+ L(e*r + er^ ) + N(Ga^ - 4egg # ( 8 )
A , C, F, L, and N represent elastic moduli.
In the case of an isotropic medium, the following rela­
tions hold,
A = C = A + 2]i
L = N = u ( 9 )
F = X
From equations ( 7 ) and ( 8 ), we get, 
arr = C err + F(eee + e d>cf) )
crgq = F err + A(ee 9  ) -2N e ^
( 10 )
ĉj>cf) ~ F err + ^^e99 +  ̂“2U ^ 6̂(|>
<*96 = N eg^ , » L e^r , are = L ere .
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Inserting equations ( 6 ) and ( 10 ) into ( 4 ), the wave 
equation in terms of displacement can be obtained.
Let 4», Xf and ^ be solutions of scalar wave equation, 
then the equations of motion are given as,
u -12L- n = - J J L  rj = oUX 3y' Uy 2
3$ 3$ „ 3$ , . .Ux - 3X , u y  3y '  UZ 3Z ( 1 1
ux - 3x3 z' uy 3x3y' Uz { T 7 r 3v2 } A
for a homogeneous isotropic medium.
In a layered medium, they are expressed by
x 3x 3 z y oy 3 z (-12
The first equation in ( 11 ) and equation ( 12 ) give solu­
tions of Love and Rayleigh waves Respectively.
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THE CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION
The characteristic function can be derived by solving the 
wave equation with the boundary conditions, i.e., vanishing 
stress and displacement at infinity, no stress at the free 
surface, and continuities of three components of stress and 
displacement at each boundary. F. L. Schwab and L. Knopoff 
(197 2) show that since the structural model is assumed to be 
a layered medium over a homogeneous isotropic half-space, 
whose properties vary in the depth direction only, the 
characteristic function for Love waves can be expressed as,
A n  an<  ̂ ^21 are components of the 2x2 layer-matrix product,
the correspponding density, and S m is the transverse body 
wave velocity, Qm = wr / C/ where o -is the angular
frequency, d^ the thickness, c the phase velocity, and
fL - < A 21 + YSnA ll > / i , (13 )
A11 a12 
,a 21 a 22





^  ^m r 3m s*̂n ^m cos Qm
</
u - 2Here y m - pm 3 m is the rigidity in the m=th layer,p m is
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21
( c 2/ 3 2 - 1 )H[  »ro-y, =■gm -i( 1 - c 2/ 8^ )h
if C 2 U m , 
if c < 8m .
In the case of Rayleigh waves, the characteristic 
function is expressed (after F. L. Schwab et. a l . 197 2)
'Fn“ 2 pn-lipn ^f n j_s eVen 
^pn-2pn-l»pn xf n xsFR (co,c) = TO Fl f 2 f 3
where
= £ ~Y 1 (Yx**l) , 0, (y ]_“!) 2 / rl' Y x( Y i
Fm _
-
F 1212 F 1213 F 1214 f 1223 F 1224
Fl312 F 13 13 F 13 14 F 1323 F 1 3 2 4
F 1412 F 14 13 F1414 f 1423 f 1424
f2 3 12 ^2313 f 2 3 14 f 2323 F 2324
F2412 ^2413 F2414 f 2423 f2424
F3412 F 3 4 1 3  F 3 4 1 4  F 3 4 2 3  F 3 4 2  4%
*
*F 34 34 ~F3424 F 3 4 2 3  F 3414 -
-F2434 F'242 4 -F2423 -F2414
F2 3 34 ”F 2  3 2 4 F 2  3 23 F 2  314-.--'
F1434 -Fl424 F1423 F 1 4 1 4 , -
-F 1 3 3 4  F 1 3 2 4  ”F 13 2  3 -F 1 3 1 4 ...
F1234 -F1224 F1223 Fl214 •-
F1234 
F1334




’F 3413 f 34 12
F2413 -F2412 
’F2313 F2312
■F1 4 1 3  F2312
F1313 F X312 

















where e = (-l)n ^ p ̂  c2 / Y n r an r 3n pn an
The elements F^jkl are listed in Table 1 together with the 
notations of physical parameters.
The characteristic function of Rayleigh waves has para­
meters of velocities of P and S waves, densities, and 
thicknesses in the near-surface layers, and is a function with 
independent variables of frequency and phase velocity. We 
seek the combinations of phase velocity and frequency for 
which the characteristic function is zero.
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12 13 14 23 24 34
12 0 r (M)*  1 i _(m ) 0 C 10
13 -~i(s  i i  C9 4- £? C i o )  C i s C i * j ' (£ i  4  £ «  4-  £ 11 C i 0 )  f ( £ o  C» 4-  £5  C i o ) —  C m  C7 * (£  11C’  4- £7  C1 0 )
14 £ i i C i ~ £ i C u  f ( £ u C i o ) — C | 4^7  -+■ £ 11 C n  —  £»  C» 4- C j  C12 ' ( £ i s  C « ) — £ 1 1C7 4- C 7 C 12
23 — C i iC ta  "+■ Ct Ct  i(e isC"») C l s C l J -  C 1 1 C 7  £ « C u — £ j C 7 ' t C l  J Cl  «) £1 i C i s  — £ 7  C7
24 — '(C i i C i i  + , £ t ^ s )  — £ m Ct ' ( C | 4  £ | |  4-  £ |  2 £ a )  /(£<» £ ( 1 4- £3  C s ) £ | »  C u ' ( C n ^ n  4-  £7 C s )
34 £ 1 0  0 — C |3 -£« 0 - £ s
d ?  =  pm~x!pm . ( « )  ^ , p(Ht)r (Ml& * — c t fc* C - r *  =  cos / t  C ' " ’ =  C T ' C ' r ’
£ |  =  Ym  -  Co y « *  t Co =« £ j J Cl =  cos (2„  C10 =  C 2 C 1
c 2 =  c .  —  1 £ 10 =  £1 Cj C j  =  rtm sin Pm =  C zC *
C j  =  £|  +  Co C | l  =* £ j  £ 4 C4 =  sin Pjr,m C i z =  Cj Cs
C* =  £ j  +- Co £ u  =  C j 1 C» =  c/i-sin Qm C , j =  C*C>
Cs =  C , J C| 3 = £ 3  £ * C* = sin QJrgm Ci*=  Cj Cs
c *  =  c , c 2 £ 1 4 ~  C4 2 CT=C.Cz Cm =  c * c *
c? =  e,Ci £ 13 =  — fo  £i« — Cs 4- £10 C. = C.Cj
dm =  thickness if  m < n ,
p„ =  density , ( r W  _  I)1/2 if
sm =* compressiona! wave rjm =
velocity l - ' d  - c 1/ ^ 2) ' 12 >f « < * -
/!„ =  shear wave velocity r ( ;//J , _  0 „ j  if ^
V- " 2 ( W C )  r' " =  - « 1- > « * ) ■ «  if < < «?. = (0)/c)r„ <4. I 1(1 C//'") " C<P"
<2m =  (coic)rffn dm if m =  n.
2 l~ 1\U2rim = _/(i _ c-/aw-)
'‘am =  “ 1(1 -  c 2! P J ) 1/2.
- Table 1. Explanation of the quantities F^jkl and 
parameters after F. A. Schwab (19 72).
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GROUP AND PHASE VELOCITIES
The group velocity for a given frequency is defined as 
the velocity at which an envelope of a wave packet containing 
that frequency is propagating; whereas, the phase velocity 
is the velocity at which the peak, trough, and zeros with a 
single certain frequency are traveling.
A transient waveform is contructed by integrating the 
solution of the wave equation over a finite frequency band 
around a given frequency.
To illustrate the concept let the form of the solution 
be exp (i (cot-k (co) x) ) and let the center frequency be co0 with 
Aw the frequency width. Then the transient waveform is ex­
pressed as
1 Acm/2
f(x,t) = —  / exp (i (cot-k (co)x ) ) dw ( 22 )T J fu0 -Aw/ 2
Inserting the first two terms of a Taylor expansion of wave- 
number, which is a function of frequency,
k (co) - k (coo ) + (dk/dw) (co-coo ) , ( 23 )
CO o
into equation (22), the waveform, f (x,t), can be obtained as 
the following
1 fco0+Aco/2 f ,
f. (x , t ) =  —  / exp -i ( c o t - k  ( w o  ) x-(dk/du) (co-coo ) x }  d w
I a / ̂  COO 'it J coo“Aco/2
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^xp  [ i  [ { t -  ( c l k / d o j )  x }W V. CO 0i i r  ( t -  ( d k / d c o )  coo x )
0) o + Aco/ 2
CO
{ k  ( to o ) -  ( d k / d c o ) oj o } x
coo J J oio -Aco/2
Aco  ̂ s i n  (Ag)/2 ( t -  ( d k / d c o )  x )
= -- ■*-----------------------~ —  exp (i (coo t-k (co0 ) x) . ( 24 )
TT A c o / 2  ( t - (dk/dco) x)
CO 0
The wave packet with center frequency co0 is characterized by 
an arrival time of t= (dk/dco) co0 . In other words, the wave 
packet has a velocity,
U = 1 / (dk/dco) w . ( 2 5 )
Phase velocity is defined as c(co) = co/k in term of wave- 
number and angular frequency. Since dco = cdk + kdc, then 
the group velocity is also expressed as
U = c + kdc/dk ( 26 )
If the phase velocity is known as a function of frequency or 
wave-number, then the group velocity can be calculated by 
the equation ( 26 ).
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METHOD OF STRUCTURAL DETERMINATION
Figure 6 shows a flow-chart which illustrates the method 
used to determine the physical parameters of the near-surface 
layers. The procedure consists of four major parts, which 
are ;
1) determination of group and/or phase velocities from 
seismic traces containing surface wave data,
2) assumption of a geological model for the near-surface 
layers,
3) calculation of group and/or phase velocities based on 
the assumed model,
4) comparison of the observed dispersion curves of group 
and/or phase velocities with the calculated ones,
5) iteration of assumed model to give close fit to observed 
dispersion curves.-
If the comparison shows a reasonable fit, then 
the assumed geological model with its physical parameters 
can be taken as the "solution" for the interval along which 
the dispersion was observed. It might be called a trial- 
error or iterative technique.
When the geological structure is selected, it is desirable 
to make use of as much information as possible, such as the 
phase and group velocities of both Rayleigh and Love waves 













COMPARISON OF THE OBSERVED 
AND CALCULATED DISPERSION 
CURVES
CALCULATION OF GROUP AND 
PHASE VELOCITIES ON THE 
BASIS OF ASSUMED MODEL
Figure 6. Flow-chart for determination of geological 
structure near the earth surface by using dispersion 
of surface waves.
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oil exploration by the use of several data sets, such as 
gravity, electromagnetic, geology, reflection seismic, etc.)
A problem of ambiguity in interpretation may occur due to the 
existence of two sets of physical parameters which are 
represented by the same dispersion curve. It is, therefore, 
desirable that some of the physical parameters have a fixed 
relationship to lessen the freedom in the characteristic 
function ( 17 ).
Fortunately, large amounts of field and laboratory data 
are available for relating some physical parameters, for ex­
ample velocities of P and/or S waves to density, and velo­
city of S waves to that of P waves (i.e., Poisson's ratio).
A value of 0.25 is commonly assumed in seismology and 
geophysics as Poisson's ratio for the materials in the earth. 
Relations between Poisson's ratio and other physical para­
meters are given by the following,
where X and p denote Lame's constants. On the other hand, 
abundant well data give an empirical equation relating 
velocity of P waves to density in the material. G. H. F.
X
2 ( X + p )
2( Vp - V| )
0 .25 ( 27 )
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Gardner, et al. (1974) reported that an empirical equation,
p = 0.23*( 3280.84-Vp )% ( 28 >
is a fair average for a large number of field and labora­
tory observations of different brine-saturated rocks.
This information decreases the number of independent 
variables to only two, either P or S wave velocity and layer 
thicknesses, in the calculation of theoretical dispersion.
In this section, the four major techniques for deter­
mining the physical parameters of the near-surface will be 
described.
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METHOD OF GROUP VELOCITY DETERMINATION
A narrow band-pass filtering technique has been used as 
a conventional method to determine the group velocity. The 
filter has a zero phase, boxcar spectrum such as that the 
filter has a center frequency of to0 and a narrow band-width 
of Aoj . The procedure of this technique includes the follow-, 
ing steps:
1) extraction from seismic records of a part of a trace 
which contains the surface waves,
2) multiplication of extracted time series by a modulation 
function which can eliminate the truncation error of the 
extracted trace. Usually, a Hamming or Hanning window 
is used, instead of a box-type window with a side lobe,
3) Fourier transform the trace,
4) application to the transform of a narrow-band filter at 
a particular period,
5) inverse Fourier transform,
6) determination of group velocity for the period by divid­
ing the distance between the source and geophone by 
time when the filtered trace has a maximum peak,
7) repeat steps from 4 through 6 with a different period.
The basis of the method is that a given frequency com­
ponent of a wave packet has its own velocity (group velocity),
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and if this component of the wave packet is separated from 
the other components in visual form, the velocity can be 
determined. In the case of group velocity, only one record 
along a seismic line is required.
In 195S, a new technique called "moving window analysis" 
was developed by Landisman. Subsequently, it has been 
applied in many fields of investigation including seismic 
work. In this paper, this technique was applied to determine 
the group velocity. The following discussion of this 
technique is adapted from "Recent Improvements in the Analy­




Moving window analysis converts a time series into a 
two-dimensional display of Fourier amplitudes on a velocity 
(or time) vs. period plane. A time window which is a function 
of the period. (Tm) under consideration, such as,
W(t) = 0 t > Tm and t < -Tm
W(t) = 1 -Tm s  s  Tm
moves along a time (or corresponding velocity) axis. This
form of window may be replaced by a Hamming or Hanning window.
After multiplying a time series with the window, a filter 
which eliminates truncation error introduced by the window 
is applied. A Fourier amplitude of the period Tm at the 
moment is determined, (depending on the purpose, a phase 
may also be determined at the same time).
The Fourier amplitude of each frequency (or period) 
component at each velocity (or time) is displayed in decibels
m  a way such that the maximum amplitude becomes 100 db in a 
velocity vs. period plane. If the amplitude of a given pe­
riod is taken along a velocity*axis, a wave component with 
maximum energy arrives at the velocity (or at the time). If 
the amplitude with a given velocity is taken along the period 
axis, the dominant period arrives at the velocity (or time).
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Figure 7 is the flow-chart of this technique after 
M. Landisman, et al. (1969), and serves to clarify the 



























































METHOD OF PHASE VELOCITY DETERMINATION
Each record containing surface waves inclues information 
concerning phase as well as that of amplitude at each fre­
quency. The Fourier transform of the record can be written 
in the following form,
F (&) = A(r,9,w) exp(i# (r,9,w)) ( 2 9 )
where A, c|>, r, 0, and co denote amplitude and phase functions, 
distance between the source and the geophone, direction of the 
geophone from the source, and angular frequency, respectively. 
The amplitude function has parameters of source mechanism, 
source depth, direction of the receiver from the source, 
elastic and dissipative parameters of' the medium, and the 
amplitude response of the recording system.
On the other hand, the phase function (j>(r,0,ai) can be 
expressed as,
<J>(r,Q,cu) = k(cu)r + ^ q (0,co) + ^ ( u )  + 2mr ( 30 )
where k(oj), <p0 , and <J>̂ represent: 1) the wave-number func­
tion, 2) source phase shift, and 3) the geophone (or record­
ing system) phase shift, respectively. n is an arbitrary 
integer.
If two geophones with the same phase characteristics are 
used, the phases at these geophone locations are expressed as,
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$ x (r j , 0 ,co) = k (a)) r j + <(>0 (0 /oj) + cfrix.Coi) + 2nxTT ( 31 )
<pz (r2 , 9 ,o>) = k (<ii) r2 + cf> 0 (9 , co) + cj>i2 (ay) + 2n2ir ( 32 }
Here it is assumed that, the two geophones are located along 
the same line through the source. Since the source phase 
shift and geophone response at both geophone locations are 
common, some terms in the equations can be eliminated by 
subtracting equation ( 31 ) from equation ( 32 ).
After arrangement of the terms, the phase velocity,
cu ( r 2 - r j )
C(co) = to /  k ( go) = —-----------   —  ( 33 )
2 “ j + 2n n
is derived. Here n is an integer which represent the number 
of complete wave lengths between geophone locations.
Hitherto, the concept of phase velocity has been de­
scribed. The basic problem is to determine the phase dif­
ference (<J> 2 -  cj) x ) in equation ( 33 ) . Next, three different 
methods to determine the phase velocity are described. Two 
are based on the phase difference and the other is called 
"sums and differences method".
Let S 1 (t) , S 2 (t), F 1 (co) , and F 2 (co) be seismic records 
which contain the dispersive waves at two different loca­
tions, and their Fourier transforms.
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F-j_(o>) = A]_(co) exp(i^i(03))
( 34 )
s2 (t) <r -> F2 (co) =-A2 (oj) exp (i<f> 2 (co) )
The arrows in ( 34 ) denote Fourier transformation pairs. 
The cross-correlation, C 2l, of S^t) and S 2 (t) gives the
following equation,
C2l(t) « (T) S,(t+T) dT
s2 ( T) s l ( T “ (-t) ) dT ( 35 )
S 2 (t) * Sj^-t)
Since SjC-t) is a real function in general, the following 
relation holds,
S i (_t ) «----- ► (oj) = F(-oj)
Then from equations ( 3 5 ) and ( 36 ), we nave
( 36 )
C 2 1 (t) <- > F 2 (0i) F^C-w)
= F 2 (o>) f J(oj) ( 37 )




2 7T , 
1 
2 IT
F 2 (oj). F^(oj) exp(io)t) dw
A 2exp(i^2) A 1exp(-i't> L) exp(ico t) dco
A 2A 1 exP ( ^ ^ 2 “^ l ^  exp(iwt) daj ( 38 )
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Equation ( 38 ) means that the phase function of the cross- 
correlogram gives the phase difference function between the 
signals at two geophone locations.
Equation ( 38 ) shows further that an inter-geophone 
cross-correlogram may be considered an approximation to the 
temporal response of the inter-geophone medium when a delta 
function is applied at the first geophone location. Then the 
correlogram should contain the group delay time for all 
wave components in the source and recording signatures. To 
determine group velocity between the source and a given geo­
phone location/ then, the moving window analysis can be 
applied directly to the cross-correlogram.
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Sums and Differences method
This method is based on the fact that when two functions 
are in phase for a given frequency their sum becomes maximum 
and their difference reaches the minimum value for this fre­
quency. Shifting one of the functions in a given direc­
tion, Fourier transforms of their sum and difference are
calculated at each shift. Let f : and f2 be the functions,
then their Fourier transforms are,
CO
(fj(t+T) + f 2 (t)]-exp(-io)t) dt ( 39 )
* OO 
CO
(f i (t+x} - f 2 (t))rexp(-i0 Jt) dt . ( 40 )
- OO
If the ratio between equation ( 39 ) and ( 40 ) is evaluated
G (t , oj) = Ha(x,aj) / Hs (t,oj) ( 4 1  )
the trough on a time shift (or velocity) vs. frequency plot
of G(t ,oj) shows the best phase fitting.
This method is quite effective for some records on which
dispersion takes place. However, it did not give satisfactory 
results in this study.
Hg (T ,0)) =
H d (T-,0)) =
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Vibroseis as a Source
The methods described hitherto were developed to be used 
in the case of impulsive sources. Now a question arises 
concerning how to determine the group and phase velocities 
when an explosive source is replaced by Vibroseis. The 
source signature of Vibroseis is defined by the equation,
f,n and f0 denote cut-off frequencies of the Vibroseis sweep 
at the higher and lower sides, respectively. Let f(t) he 
a field record from a single channel. Then f(t) is cross­
correlated with the source signature in the data processing 
and the processed record fp(t) is expressed in
s (t) = ag cos (* 2tt • (f o + Qt)t when 0 < t < T ( 42 )
f m  -  f  -o
Q ( 43 )2T •p m
S (T ) f (t + t) dx ( 44 )
-CO
On the other hand, if
S (co) = A(co) exp (icj) x (co) ) <■ * s (t) ( 45 )
in frequency domain and
F(co) = AfCco) exp ,(i$£ (r ,&>) ) f » f(t) ( 46 )
then fn (t) is expressed in frequency domain by
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Fp(<u) = Ap(to) exp (i<Mr ,o>) )
= S Coo) F (co) *
= A(<o) Af (co) exp (i6 j (o>) ) exp (—icf>f (r,oj) )
= A(aj)Af*(co) exp (-i (6f (r,0 3 ) - cf>i(a})) ( 47 )
This equation is the same as equation ( 38 ) and shows that
the processed record fp(t) is identical to a cross-
correlogram. To calculate phase velocity between the source 
and a given geophone location r l = 0  is substituted in 
equation ( 38 )- The phase velocity determined in this case 
is the velocity between the source and a given geophone 
location, whereas the phase velocity determined in the previous 
case is the velocity between the geophone locations: i. e., 
the inter-geophone phase velocity.
Since moving window analysis can be applied to the cross- 
correlogram directly to determine the inter-geophone group 
velocity, the analysis can be employed on a given processed 
trace to determine the group velocity in the medium between
the source and the geophone location.
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CALCULATION OF SYNTHETIC DISPERSION CURVES
For comparison of the observed and theoretical disper­
sion curves, the theoretical dispersion curves have to be 
calculated, varying some parameters in the surface layers, 
until a good correlation can be obtained. For this purpose, 
the "Monte-Carlo" method might be appropriate. In this 
study, however, it is more efficient to calculate the 
theoretical dispersion curves for several models with dif­
ferent parameters before the comparison.
Theoretical dispersion curves of Rayleigh waves have 
been calculated as general curves for several models on the 
basis of the characteristic function. Group velocity disper­
sion curves have also been calculated for the same models by 
taking derivatives of the phase velocities in terms of wave- 
number k(oo) = ai/c(co) (see equation ( 26 )) . Figure 8 shows 
the schematic diagram of the assumed model which has a low- 
velocity layer over a homogeneous half-space. A Poisson's 
ratio of 0.25 and equation ( 28 ) were used in the calcu­
lation. Though Poisson's ratio of 0.25 is often assumed 
for earth materials, it is reported that 0.25 is not neces­
sarily a reasonable Poisson's ratio for unconsolidated 
sediment, especially if the sediment contains a large 
amount of water near the surface. However, the velocity 
and density contrasts between the layers contribute to the 
phase velocity more than their absolute values.
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Furthermore, it is not probable that Poisson's ratio varies 
rapidly in the shallow depths. Therefore, the error intro­
duced by the assumption of Poisson's ratio in the calculated 
dispersion curves may be small. It is assumed throughout 
this paper that Poisson's ratio does not deviate enough from 
layer to layer that it affects the results of dispersion.
The calculated curves may serve as standards by which the 
approximate structure can be estimated preliminarily or the 
structure can be determined in an area where other geological 
or geophysical data such as a relation of P- or S-wave and 
density, Poisson's ratio, etc., are not available.
Figures 9a through 9i show the resulting phase velocity 
vs. frequency plots for different geological models. The 
velocity and thickness of the upper layer have been changed 
from 0.5 km/sec to 1.5 km/sec at 0.5 km/sec interval and from 
5 m to 20 m  at 5 m interval, respectively, for models with 
a certain constant velocity of the half-space. Also the 
velocity of the half-space was changed at 0.5 km/sec inter­
val. The dispersion curves of phase velocity for models 
with 10 m thickness and different velocities in the surface 
layer are shown in Figure 9j for comparison. The velocity 
in the half-space is 3.0 km/sec for these models.
Figures 10a through 10i show the group velocity disper­
sion curves for the same models as used for phase velocity 
calculations. The letters following figure numbers of 9
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and 10 correspond to the same series of models. Parameters 
for the models in Figures 9a through 9i and Figures 10a 
through lOi are explained in Table 2.
The phase velocity of Rayleigh waves is confined to a 
certain range. N. A. Haskell (1953) reported that, in the 
case that the velocity in the upper layer is lower than that 
of the half-space, the phase velocity approaches a value of 
0.918 times the shear velocity in the upper layer at higher 
frequencies and a value of 0.918 times the shear velocity 
in the half-space at lower frequencies. In this study, the 
calculated phase velocities had nearly the same ratio, 0.92. 
In the case of Love waves, phase velocity ranges between the 
shear velocity-of the upper layer and the shear velocity of 
the half-space.
Each calculated dispersion curve of the group velocity 
has its minimum at a certain frequency. Waves around this 
frequency are called "Airy phase" and they are often large 
since they are composed of waves which, over a certain range 
of frequency, travel with nearly the same velocity and arrive 





Figure 8 . Schematic diagram of the assumed geological model. 
It has a thin low-velocity layer over a homogeneous half­
space. In the calculation of dispersion,Poisson1s ratio 
of 0.25 and a relation of density and P-wave velocity, 
























Figure 9a. Phase velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh 
waves for models with a single surface layer and a 


































Figure 9b. Phase velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh 
waves for models with a single surface layer and a 



















Figure 9 c. Phase velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh 
waves for models with a single surface layer and a 









Figure 9 d. Phase velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh 
waves for models with a single surface layer and a 




















Figure 9e. Phase velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh 
waves for models with a single surface layer and a 






































Figure 9f. Phase velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh 
waves for models with a single surface layer and a 


































Figure 9a. Phase velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh 
waves for models with a single surface layer and a 























Figure 9h. Phase^velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh 
waves for models with a single surface layer and a 
























Figure 9i. Phase velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh 
waves for models with a single surface layer and a 











Figure 9j. Phase velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh 
waves for models with 10 m thickness of the surface 
layer. Curves 1, 2, and 3' were calculated for models 
with 1.5, 1.0, and 0.3 km/sec P-wave velocity, 0.87, 
0.50, and 0.29 km/sec S-wave velocity, and 1.93 , 1. 74,. 
and 1.46 g/cm3 density in the surface layer, 
respectively. The underlying-half-space has 3.0 km/sec 






Figure 10a. Group velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh 
waves for models with a $ingle surface layer and a 
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Figure 10b. Group velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh 
waves for models with a single surface layer and a 






Figure 10c. Group velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh 
waves for models with a single surface layer and a 





Figure lOd. Group velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh 
waves for models with a single surface layer and a 







Figure lOe. Group velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh 
waves for models with a single surface layer and a 





















Figure lOf. Group velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh 
waves for models with a single surface layer and a 




















Figure lOg. Group velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh 
waves for models with a single surface layer and a 





































Figure lOh. Group velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh 
waves for models with a single surface layer and a 
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Figure lOi. Group velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh 
waves for models with a single surface layer and a 
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In 1979, seismic exploration was performed at Tallahassee 
Creek in Fremont County, Colorado, together with noise tests. 
The noise test records have been analyzed to check the pro­
cedure described hitherto and to determine the geological 
structure along the lines of noise test. The reason that 
the noise test was used is that it is common in routine data 
acquisition to use geophone arrays for eliminating long- 
period noise, resulting in exclusion of the surface waves.
In the test, explosive sources below the surface were 
used and 48 geophones with 30 feet interval were selected.
The source offset from the geophone array was 60 feet through­
out the test. Figures 11 and 12 show the field records for 
shot numbers 4 and 5, respectively, out of 10 shots. On 
both records, high amplitude waves with low apparent velocities 
are prominent at geophone locations close to the shot points 
after about 0.3 second. They also have long period compo­
nents compared to the other waves and can be separated from 
them. Near the middle of the geophone spread, those waves 
can be traced down to 1.0 second for shot 4 and 0.9 second 
for shot 5. Visual examination shows that their apparent 
velocities are approximately 0.3 7 km/sec for shot 4 and 0.19 



















Figure 11. Records of shot 4. Geophone interval and first-
















Figure 12. Records of shot 5. Geophone interval and first-
geophone shot distance are 30 and 60 feet, respectively.
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Figure 13 shows an example of moving window analysis of 
trace 42 in shot 4. The abscissa is exponential frequency 
and the ordinate is group velocity with 0.025 km/sec decre­
ment. The values in the figure denote Fourier amplitude in 
decibels in a way that the maximum amplitude of the trace 
becomes 100 db. The contours were drawn at 2 db interval 
down to 80 db , and 5 db intervals between 70 to 80 db.
As seen in Figure 11, trace 42 lacks large amplitude 
later waves, but considerably long duration of movement to 
about 0.8 second. The analysis shows that this long dura­
tion of movement has a frequency of about 14 Hz and a velocity 
of 1.25 km/sec around the maximum amplitude and looks like 
free oscillation of a pendulum with weak damping. It is 
obvious that the frequency composition of the trace is quite 
monotonous and various wave components are not separable 
from one other. This is an example of the traces for geo­
phones a long distance from the source which do not contain 
surface waves.
Figure 14 shows the moving window analysis of the whole 
trace for geophone 13 in shot 4. In this analysis, three 
different phases of waves are observed. The earliest arriving 
phase has a frequency of about 37 Hz and a velocity of 1.125 
km/sec at maximum amplitude; the second 14 Hz and 0.525 
km/sec; and the last 11.5 Hz and about 0.200 km/sec. The 





















Figure 13. Example of the moving window analysis, of
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Figure 14. Moving window analysis of trace 13 in shot
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Figure 15. Moving window analysis of a part of trace 
in shot 4 .
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geophone around 0 . 6  second and are suspected to be surface 
waves, due to their amplitude and arrival time.
If this last phase is the Airy phase of the surface 
waves, then referring to the theoretical group velocity 
curves (see Figure lOd, lOe, and lOf), the geological 
structure which gives rise to the phase might have a surface 
layer with a slightly lower P-wave velocity than 1.0 km/sec 
and close to 20 m thickness. As seen in Figure 15, which 
shows moving window analysis for a part of this phase, 
significant dispersion was not evident on this record. The 
main reason is that the distance from the source to the 
geophone was too short for dispersion to occur, i.e., the 
distance was so short that there were not detectable dif­
ferences between arriving times of wave components.
The phase velocities for the last phase in Figure 14 
have been determined by cross-correlation of traces 5 and 
13. Determined phase velocities are 0.34 km/sec at 7.8 Hz, 
0.35 km/sec at 9.8 Hz, 0.30 km/sec at 11.7 Hz, and 0.31 
km/sec at 13.7 Hz frequency.
Although phase and group velocities are not enough to 
determine a complete geological structure, from these com­
bined data the velocity of P-waves and thickness of surface 
layer can be assumed to be close to 0 . 6  0  km/sec and 16 meters. 
If prominent dispersion takes place and the group and phase 
velocities can be determined down to lower frequencies where
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dispersion curves approach to the maximum values, those 
parameters in the surface layer can be obtained with more 
accuracy as well as parameters in the half-space.
Moving window analysis of trace 10 in shot 5 (Figure 
16) shows two phases with intermediate amplitude and veloci­
ties slower than 0.3 km/sec. Taking amplitude decay with 
distance from the source into consideration, the later phase 
with group velocity of 0.150 to 0.17 5 km/sec was interpreted 
as the fundamental mode of Rayleigh waves. This velocity is 
lower than the velocity determined along a geophone line in 
shot 4, that is, 0.200 km/sec, and might reflect differences 
in the structures under the geophone lines. The group velocity 
together with the phase velocity (around 0 . 2  km/sec over a 
frequency of 10 Hz, estimated on the records) shows that 
P-wave velocity in the surface layer is lower than 0.5 
km/sec and the thickness of the surface layer is more 
than 10 meters (see Figure 9a and other curves with 0.5 km/sec 
P-wave velocity in the first layer).
As was the case for shot 4, the distance from the source 
to geophones where surface waves were observed is too short 
for dispersion to take place. Also a longer recording time 
and larger explosives are required to acquire more reliable 
data. This fact prevents further effort toward obtaining 
precise values of the parameters in the layers. However, it 



















Figure 16. Moving window analysis of trace 10 in
shot 5.
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that they reflected different geology beneath the lines.
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EXAMPLE 2
Noise tests were conducted in conjunction with seismic 
exploration in Morgan County, Colorado, by the Colorado School 
of Mines in 1979. The Vibroseis source caused prominent 
excitation of surface waves. This noise test data provided 
a good opportunity to test the method described in the previ­
ous sections for the case of Vibroseis sources.
Figure 17 shows the location maps of the field experi­
ment in this example. In this area the Pierre shale (Upper 
Cretaceous) is exceptionally uniform within depths from a 
few tens of meters to approximately 1 , 2 0 0  meters, and is 
overlain by Pleistocene or recent sand. This area is ideal 
for a field experiment in which a uniform material in the 
earth is required.
The noise test reported in this study was recorded by 48 
geophones located along a fixed geophone line (solid line in 
Figure 17). The Vibroseis was moved away from the western 
end of the geophone line by one spread length (1,44 0 ft) for 
each sweep (Vibroseis points indicated by "Y")- Geophone 
interval of 30 feet and geophone/source offset of 60 feet 
for the first sweep were used. The cutoff frequencies of the 
sweep were 10.0 Hz at lower side and 80 Hz at the higher 
side. The geophones had a natural frequency of 10.0 Hz and 
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Figure 17. Location maps of noise spread test in Morgan County, 
Colorado. A solid line shows geophone line and:'V shows a 
location of Vibroseis for each sweep.
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Figure 18 shows the processed noise spread of sweeps 9 
through 13. Each trace will be identified by a sequential 
number starting from the closest one to the source. Impor­
tant phases on the noise record are labeled with "moveout 
velocities" of peaks and troughs. The phase labeled with 
"D" under the high frequency waves is air-coupled waves. The 
moveout velocity of peaks and troughs and the apparent 
velocity of the air-coupled waves are nearly the same values 
of 0.340 km/sec. It is noted that the phases labeled with 
"E" and "G" have moveout velocities of about 0.370 km/sec 
which are much higher than the group velocities. This fact 
shows the evidence of dispersion, and may indicate that these 
phases are the surface waves under consideration. Phase "A" 
represents the "head waves" from the upper boundary of the 
Pierre shale, and their moveout velocity of 2.286 km/sec is 
consistent with other geological data, as will be discussed 
later. Phases "B", "C", and "F" will also be discussed 
later.
Traces 20, 48, and 69 were analyzed by the moving window 
analysis to investigate the frequency distribution of the 
phases and to determine the group velocities of the surface 
waves. This analysis also enabled separation of mutually 
contaminated phases which consist of different frequency 
components. Figures 19 through 21 show the results of these 
analyses. Fourier amplitudes are plotted in decibels at an 
interval of 5  db from 60 to 80 db and 2  db above 80 db.
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Figure 19. Moving window analysis of trace 20,.
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Figure 20. Moving Window Analysis of trace 43.
























Figure 21. Moving window analysis of trace 6'9.
Distance between the source and geophone is 0 .540 km.
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The phase in Figure 19 with a group velocity of about 
0 . 2 0  km/sec for the frequency range from about 8 . 0  to 2 0 . 0  
Hz corresponds to the Rayleigh waves labeled with "E" and 
"G" in Figure 18. Dispersion was not clearly seen in the 
analysis.
Phase velocity calculations were done using "phase 
shift" and "sums and differences" techniques after careful 
examination of the traces to be analyzed. The velocities 
determined after narrow band-pass filtering were applied 
ultimately when the geological model was selected. In the 
phase shift technique the surface waves included in the 
selected traces should not be contaminated by other phases, 
because of the requirement of accurate phase spectrum 
determination.
Parts of traces 42, 53, and 69 were extracted for the 
analysis. The extracted time intervals were 1.40-2.30, 
1.84-2.70, and 2.50-3.30 sec, respectively, and they were 
used for both the phase shift and sums and differences 
techniques. The phase velocities determined for traces 53 
and 69 by the phase shift technique were 0.420, 0.334, and 
0.32 8  km/sec -4 t 10.0, 15.0, and 20.0 Hz, respectively. There 
was not much deviation from these values in the phase 
velocities determined for other traces. Unfortunately, the 
phase velocities could not be determined with sufficient 
accuracy by the sums and differences technique. The main
T-2377 35
reason seems to be that the time shift of the second trace 
as related to the velocity increment was too large compared 
with one prominent wave length.
Figures 22, 23, and 24 show the results after application 
of the narrow band-pass filters which have pass-bands of 
5.0-10.0, 10.0-15.0, 15.0-20.0 Hz, respectively. A solid 
line in the figures represents approximate arrival time of 
the air-coupled waves denoted by "D" in Figure 18. The 
phase velocity at each frequency band was determined from 
the slope connecting the peaks or troughs. A center fre­
quency of each pass band was taken as a representative fre­
quency. The determined phase velocities were 0.41, 0.39, 
and 0.3 2 km/sec at 7.5, 12.5, and 17.5 Hz representative 
frequency, respectively.
F. J. Mcdonal et al. (1958) conducted a field measure­
ment of attenuation and velocity in the Pierre shale using 
signals recorded by detectors in clustered boreholes. They 
concluded that the average shear and compressional velocities 
were 0.801 and 2.164 km/sec, respectively, for vertical 
travel and 0.817 and 2.225 km/sec for horizontal travel at 
about 150 meters below the surface. Poisson's ratio of the 
Pierre shale is about 0.42 at the same depth. This value of 
Poisson's ratio was used in this study for all layers inclu­
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Figure 25 shows the geological model which has a single 
surface layer and an underlaying uniform half-space. The 
units correspond to the recent sand and the Pierre shale, 
respectively. The materials lying within 3/2 to twice the 
wavelength of the surface wave below the surface affect the 
characteristics of the surface wave (Schwab and Knopoff,
1970). The maximum depth of the materials which affect the 
surface wave, then, is about 2 0 0  meters in the study area, 
if a phase velocity of 1.0 km/sec and a frequency of 10 Hz 
are assumed in an extreme case. The model shown in Figure 
25 appears reasonable in view of data acquired in two dif­
ferent studies. F. J. McDonal et al. (1958) reported a 
minor velocity change with sonic log measurements at a depth 
of 225 m. Vertical travel time experiments done by the 
Colorado School of Mines at a location close to the geophone 
line, which will be explained later in detail, also showed 
a velocity change around a depth of 200 m. The former 
workers reported that this velocity change can be neglected 
because of the small reflection coefficient (less than 0.03). 
These velocity changes take place at locations too deep to 
affect the characteristics of the surface waves.
P-wave velocity can be determined as 2.286 km/sec from 
the slope of head waves on the noise spread. This value 
seems quite reasonable compared with other geological data 
and was used throughout the synthetic calculations of






Figure 25., Schematic diagram of the assumed geological model. 
It has a thin low-velocity layer over a homogeneous half­
space. In the calculation of dispersion, Poisson’s ratio 
of 0.42 and a relation of density and P-v/ave velocity, 
p = 0.23 (3280.84 V p )h (after G. H. F. Gardner, 1974) were 
assumed.
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dispersion curves for the half-space. S-wave velocity and 
density of the half-space calculated by equations ( 27 ) and 
( 28 ) were 0.849 km/sec and 2.14 g/cm3, respectively. Only 
the P-wave velocity and thickness in the first layer were 
changed.
Figures 26 through 31 show the calculated dispersion 
curves of phase velocity for the fundamental mode of the 
Rayleigh waves. Figures 32 through 37 show the group 
velocities calculated from the phase velocities by equation 
( 26 ) . Since it is usually the high amplitude Airy-phase 
which is observed on the seismic records, it may be useful 
to examine Figure 38, which is a plot of Airy-phase on the 
frequency vs. group-velocity plane. The dashed line repre­
sents a constant thickness and the solid line a constant 
P-wave velocity in the surface layer. If the frequency and 
group velocity of Airy-phase have been determined from the 
observation, Figure 38 should give the approximate thickness 
and the P-wave velocity in the surface layer. Unfortunately, 
the high amplitude Rayleigh waves on the noise spread in 
this study were not Airy-phases. The frequency of the phase 
in this study was about 9.0 Hz and was out of range of the 
sweeps and geophone characteristics. This technique, however, 
can be useful when applied to other data containing Airy- 
phases .
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Figure 26. Phase velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh 
waves for the models with a single surface layer and 
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Figure 27. Phase velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh 
waves for the models with a single surface layer and 
a half-space. The physical parameters are explained 
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Figure 28. Phase velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh 
waves for the models with a single surface layer and 
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Figure 29. Phase velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh 
waves for the models with a single surface layer and 
a half-space. The physical parameters are explained 
in Table 3 .
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Figure 30. Phase velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh 
waves for the models with a single surface layer and 


















Figure 31. Phase velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh 
waves for the models with a single surface layer and 




























Figure 32. Group velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh 
waves for the models with a single surface layer and
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Figure 33. Group velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh 
waves for the models with a single surface layer and 
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Figure 34. Group velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh 
waves for the models with a single surface layer and 
a half-space. The physical parameters are explained 
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Figure 35. Group velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh
waves for the models with a single surface layer and




















Figure 36. Group velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh 
waves for the models with a single surface layer and 
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Figure 37. Group velocity dispersion curves of Rayleigh 
waves for the models with a single surface layer and 
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Figure 38. Plot of Airy phases calculated for the models 
with a single surface layer and a halfTspace. The P- 
wave and S-wave velocities and density in the half-space 
are 2.286, and 0.849 km/sec and 2.14 g/cm3, respectively. 
A  dotted line denotes an egual thickness of the surface 
layer and a solid line an egual P—wave velocity in the layer.
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which contributed to the determinations of the group and 
phase velocity. The group velocities pertain to geology 
along lines connecting the geophone and source locations.
On the other hand, the phase velocities can be determined 
by the geology under the line connecting two geophones if 
the phase shift or sums and differences technique is applied 
for a common source. In the case that different sweeps at 
different locations are applied to those techniques, the 
geology which affects the determinations is in the interval 
(intervals) where the source/geophone intervals of the two 
sets are not overlapped. This is explained by the fact that 
phase shifts occuring within the overlapped interval can be 
canceled out because processed traces have no phase shift.
If the phase velocities are determined from the slopes of 
the phase moveouts after application of the narrow band-pass 
filters, the geology which affects the determinations is 
immediately beneath the geophones where the slopes are used.
In this study the phase velocities determined after appli­
cation of the narrow band-pass filters were used to select 
the geological structure beneath the geophone line, because 
of reliability of the determined velocities. They are plotted 
in Figure 39 , together with the group velocities determined 
by moving window analysis and calculated velocities based on 
the most fitting geological model. Since the cutoff frequen­













-a-: Calculated phase velocity
-Eb. Calculated group velocity
V: Observed phase velocity 
^22- Observed group velocity
o
F R E Q U E N C Y  (HZ)
Figure 39. Plot of the determined phase- and group velocities 
and the calculated velocities for the most fitting model. 
The most fitting model to the observations consists of 
0.9 5 km/sec P-wave velocity, 0.35 Jun/sec S-wave velocity, 
and 1.72 g/cm3 density. The thickness is about 18 m.
Only the determined phase velocities after application of 
narrow band-pass filters are plotted.
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the geophones are 10.0 Hz at the lower side, the observed 
velocities for frequencies lower than this may be less ac­
curate. The selected geological model along the geophone 
line shown in Figure 40 was such that the compressional and 
shear wave velocities and the density in the first layer are 
0.95 km/sec, 0.35 km/sec and 1.72 g/cm3, respectively. The 
thickness of the first layer is about 18 m. In the selection 
of the best fitting model, the phase velocities were weighted 
more than the group velocities because of their greater 
accuracy.
The Colorado School of Mines also conducted vertical 
velocity measurements in a borehole close to the noise test 
location,- which is shown by an arrow in Figure 17. Figure 
41 shows the travel-time curves of this experiment. A circle 
and square denote cemented-hole data and the peagravel- 
hole data, respectively. If the thickness of 18 m of the sur­
face layer is correct, the slope connecting the origin and 
the intersection between this depth and the branch with a 
velocity of 1.85 km/sec gives an approximate velocity of 
about 0.86 km/sec in the first layer. In this area, the 
thickness of the recent sand changes very rapidly ( Water 
Supply Paper 137 8 Plate 1, USGS). The difference between 
this velocity and the determined velocity in this study might 
have been introduced due to an error in thickness assumption 
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The determined compressional and shear velocities in the 
first layer were considerably lower than those in the half­
space. Such low velocities are known to cause a ringing
effect in seismic data. As a matter of fact, many multiple 
reflections take place in this noise test, which can be seen 
on the spread after the'first arrivals of the head waves.
Phases labeled with "B", and "c" are interpreted as a combi­
nation of the head waves from the upper boundary of the 
Pierre shale and their multiple reflections in the first layer.
They are thought, from the shear velocity of 0.849 km/sec in
the Pierre shale, to have been converted from either the 
compressional to shear or shear to compressional wave at the 
boundary between the recent sand and the shale and to have 
transmitted through the shale in a form of shear waves. In 
some text books, such waves are interpreted as surface 
waves. However, analysis of this noise test provides another 
interpretation of those waves. Another evidence that they 




Two examples have been presented illustrating near­
surface structure determination by the techniques described 
in this study. Two sets of noise test data were used because 
the geophone arrays which are normally used in seismic ex­
ploration eliminate the long period surface waves.
The main contribution of this study was to demonstrate 
techniques for determination of geological structure from 
surface wave observations and to apply the techniques to 
data from two noise tests. It was probably the first such 
application using Vibroseis data. Events which have been 
thought to be surface waves in conventional noise test data 
were interpreted as a combination of head waves and their 
multiple reflections in the first low-velocity layer. They 
may have experienced mode-conversion at the boundaries and 
have propagated in the underlying medium in the form of 
shear waves. This.study is summarized in the following.
1) The conditions under which dispersion data can be 
employed are:
in the study area, the minimum source/geophone distance 
at which surface waves can be observed and the veloci­
ties can be determined is about 0.2 km because of con­
tamination of the surface waves with the other phases. 
The maximum distance is about 0.9 km because of high
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attenuation in the surface layer (recent sand).
2) The techniques are shown to have the potential for pos­
sible future application in the area of long-period 
static estimation. Accuracy of the structural determi­
nation appears to increase as the wave-length of the 
surface anomalies increases, since the determined struc­
ture is an average between an interval of the observa- . 
tions.
3) The method to be used with Vibroseis-source data was 
shown to be the same method that is used in the determ­
ination of phase velocities with explosive source data. 
The processed trace has the same phase spectrum as cross­
correlation of two traces observed at different loca­
tions. If moving window analysis is applied to the data, 
the results are the group velocities between the geophone 
and Vibroseis locations as if a delta function is applied 
at the source.
4) A plot of Airy-phases on a velocity-frequency plane is 
presented, which might be useful to obtain an approximate 
geological structure from group velocity determinations 
in other studies.
5) The proposed techniques can be employed as an additional 
method for analyzing noise test data. For example, 
moving window analysis can be used instead of f-k 
analysis for frequency analysis at instantaneous time.
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If the proposed techniques are to be used on 
seismic exploration data instead of on noise test data, it 
is recommended that at least two extra channels of the re- 
cordinq system should be devoted to this purpose. These 
channels should be connected to geophones with a wide range 
of frequency characteristics, located at the middle and one 
end of the geophone cable to observe the long-period surface 
waves.
In the techniques presented, if more automatic selection 
of the geological model is desired when the synthetic 
dispersion curves are compared with the observed ones, the 
Monte-Carlo method could be useful in the programs for 
synthetic calculations. The input data would be the deter­
mined group and phase velocities with associate weighting 
functions depending on the data reiability.
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APPENDIX A: A USER'S GUIDE FOR 1RAYLY' TO CALCULATE
SYNTHETIC DISPERSION CURVES OF RAYLEIGH WAVES BASED 
ON THOMSON—HASKELL METHOD
Program 'RAYLY1 is a program to calculate synthetic 
dispersion curves (phase velocity as a function of frequency) 
based on the Thomson-Haskell matrix method. The main part 
of the program, which consists of iterations to calculate 
the product of layer matrices (see equation 17, 18, 19, 20 
and 21 in the text) is taken after F. A. Schwab and L. Knopoff 
(1972). This algorithm has improved accuracy over the Thom­
son-Haskell method. The equation number in the comment 
statements corresponds to the equation number in their paper.
Usually input data to calculate dispersion curves of 
Rayleigh waves require P- and S-wave velocities, thickness, 
and density of each layer in a model. This program, however, 
assumes Poisson's ratio of 0.25, which relates the velo­
city of P-waves to that of S-waves, and p = 0.23 (3280.34 
V )%. These assumptions reduce input data to P-wave velo­
city and thickness in each layer as described in the text.
Since the program is written to be interactive with a 
terminal, the user might follow the direction of questions.
The interactive input data are explained in order of ques­










flag with which program calculates dispersion curves 
for either continental or oceanic model, following 
a question,
"INPUT 0 IN CASE OF THE CONTINENTAL MODEL"
"INPUT 1 IN CASE OF THE OCEANIC MODEL" 
depth of the sea in kilometers, following a 
question,
* INPUT THE DEPTH OF THE SEA" 
number of the layer in a model including a half­
space, following a question,
"INPUT NO. OF LAYER" 
velocity of P-waves and thickness of each layer, 
following a question,
"INPUT P-WAVE VELOCITY AND THICKNESS"
lowest frequency and frequency increment in 
cycle/sec, following a question,
"INPUT THE INITIAL FREQUENCY 
AND THE INCREMENT" 
lowest phase velocity in km/sec, where program 
starts to find a root of the characteristic 
function, following a question,
"INPUT THE LOWEST PH-VELOCITY•'
In calculation, phase velocity is changed at an increment
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of 0.01 km/sec for a given frequency until a sign of the 
characteristic function changes from plus to minus or minus 
to plus. Once the sign changes, program starts to find 
the root between that phase velocity and the previous 
velocity by internal halving technique.
Output file is made in device number 1 (data file 1 or 
tape 1, depending on type of computer system) assigned by 
channel number 1. The file consists of title and phase 
velocity, angular frequency, final value of the characteristic 
function, and iteration time after internal halving starts 
at each frequency.
























PROGRAM RAYLY (INPUT, OUTPUT, TAPE 1, TAPE4=INPUT
r ***************************************************
C * PROGRAM TO CALCULATE SYNTHETIC DISPERSION CURVE *
C * FOR RAYLEIGH WAVE *
Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
DIMENSION ALPMSQ(50),BETMSQ(50),RHO(50),THKNES(50) 
DIMENSION EPS0(50),EPS00(50)
DOUBLE PRECISION C, CSQ, OMEGA, XX, THXNES,RHO,
1 RALPH-0, ALPSEA, SEAARG, SE ACOF , RHOSE A, GAMMA 1 , GAM1M 1 ,
2UXM P, VKNP, WKNP, RKNP, SKMP, XXNP, ZKMP, VXNP, UKNP,















= ANGULER FREQUENCY 
= PHASE VELOCITY 
I ) = THICKNESS OF THE I-TH LAYER
I ) = VELOCITY OF P-WAVE IN THE I-TH LAYER
I ) = SQUARE OF VELOCITY OF S-WAVE
= SQUARE OF THE VELOCITY IN M-TH LAYER
SQUARE OF THE 




800 FORMAT(" INPUT 0 IN CASE OF THE CONTINENTAL MODEL", 
1 » INPUT 1 IN CASE OF THE OCEANIC MODEL")
READ (4 , * ) MPA
THKSEA = 0 . 0
IF(MPA.EQ.0) GO TO 820
________  IN CASE'OF THE OCEANIC MODEL ........
WRITE(4,830)




ALPSEA = 1 . 5  
RHOSEA = 1 . 0
C ....... SET THE INITIAL PARAMETERS AND VALIABLES
820 CONTINUE
WRITE(4,100)
100 FORMAT(" INPUT NO. OF LAYER")
READ(4,*) N 
WRITE(4,110)
110 FORMAT(" INPUT P-WAVE VELOCITY AMD THICKNESS")
WRITE(1,150)
DO 1 1=1,N 
RE A D (4,*) VP, TH 
PR2 = 0.25**2 
A 1 = (2.0*PR 2-1.0)*VP **2 
A2 = 2.0*(PR2-1.0)
VS = SQRTCA1/A2)
RO = 0 . 23*(VP*3230.8399)**0.25 
ALPMSQ(I ) = ( VP**2 )
BETMSQ(I) = ( 73**2 )
RHO(I) = ( RO )
THKNES(I) = ( TH )
150 FORMAT(///" STRUCTURAL MODEL",/,
1" VP VS RO TH")
WRITE(1,320) V P ,VS,RO,TH 
320 FORMAT(/4F15.7,/)
1 CONTINUE
IF(MPA.£Q.0) SEACOF = 0.0 
EPCIRN = 1.0D-04 
ALPMSQ = ALPMSQ(N)
BETNSQ = BETMSQ(N)
TWOBSQ = 2.0 * BETMSQ(1)
EPSILO = ((-1.0)**(N-1)* RH0C1)**2)/(2.0 
1 *ALPNSQ*BETNSQ*RHO(N)**2)
WRITE(4,730)
730 FORMAT(" INPUT THE INITIAL FREQUENCY",/,
1 " AND THE INCREMENT")
READ(4,*) FREQO,DELTF Q 
WRITE(4,750)

















DO 2 I =1,N N 1
EPSO(I) = RHO (I +1 ) / RHO(I)
EPSOO(I) = 2.0 * (BETMSQ (I ) - EPSO(I) * BETMSQ (I )) 
CONTINUE
START DO ROOP FOR CALCULATION DISPERSION FUNCTION
DO 1000 1=1 , 50
FREQ = FREQ0+ DELTF Q*FLOAT(I-1)
C = CS





* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
FROM ’COMPUTATIONAL GEOPY3ICS VLUME 11’ 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
CS Q = C**2 
IF(CSQ.GE. ALPMSQ) GO TO 1000 
IF ( CSQ. GE . BETNSQ) GO TO 10 00 
XK = OMEGA / C 
IFCTHKSEA.EQ. 0.0) GO TO 160 
RALPHO = SQRT ( CSQ / ALPSEA**2 - 1.0)
SEAARG = XK * RALPHO * THKSEA
SEACOF = RHOSEA * SIN( SEAARG ) / COS( SEAARG )
/( RALPHO * RHO ( 1 ))
... SET UP THE QUANTITIES IN EQS.C56)
GAMMA 1 = TWOBSQ / CSQ
GAM1M1 = GAMMA 1 - 1.0
UXNP = -GAMMA 1 * GAM1M1 
VKNP r 0.0 
WKNP = GAM 1M 1**2 
RKNP r GAMMA 1**2 
SKNP = SEACOF 
M = N 
L = N
MSTART = 1 
MSTOP = M - 1
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C ...... COMPUTE THE ELEMENTS OF THE LEFT-HAND MATRIX
C ......  IN EQ.C167) USING EQS.C64) AND (65)
170 DO 230 MM=MSTART,MSTOP 
E PS 15 = -EPSO(MM)
E PS 1 = E PS00(MM) / CSQ
E PS2 = E PS 1 - 1 . 0
E PS 3 = E PS 1 -E PS 15
EPS4 = EPS2 - E PS 15
THKKM = THKNES(MM) * XK
ARGALM s 1.0 - CSQ / ALPMSQ(MM)
IF( ARGALM.GE.0.0 ) GO TO 190 
RALPHM = SQRT(-ARGALM)
PM = THKKM * RALPHM 
SIN PM = S I N ( PM )
ZETA1 = COS( PM )
ZETA3. = RALPHM * SIN PM
180 ARGBTM = 1 . 0 0  -CSQ / BETMSQ(MM)
IF( ARGBTM.GE.0.0) GO TO 200 
RBETAM = SQRT( -ARGBTM )
QM = THKKM * RBETAM 
SINQM = S I M ( QM )
ZETA2 = C O S ( QM )
ZETA5 = RBETAM * SINQM 
GO TO 210
190 RALPHM = -SQRT( ARGALM )
EXPPPM = 0.5 * E XP ( THKKM * RALPHM )
EXPMPM = 0.25 / EXPPPM 
SIN PM = EXPPPM - EXPMPM
ZETA1 = EXPPPM + EXPMPM
ZETA3 = -RALPHM * SINPM 
GO TO 180
200 R3ETAM = -SQRT( ARGBTM )
EXPPQM = 0 . 5  * EXP( THKKM * RBETAM )
EXPMQM = 0 . 2 5  / EXPPQM 
SINQM = EXPPQM - EXPMQM
ZETA2 = EXPPQM + EXPMQM
ZETA5 = -RBETAM * SINQM
210 ZETA4 = SINPM / RALPHM
ZETA6 = SINQM / RBETAM
ZETA7 = ZETA1 * ZETA2
ZETA8 = ZETA1 * ZETA5
ZETA9 = ZETA1 * ZETA6







IF((2*(MM/2)).EQ.MM) GO TO 220 
XKNP = ZET.44»(ZETA2*VKMP+ZETA6*WKNP)
-Z ET A 7 *R KM P + ZETA9*SKNP 
ZKNP = ZETAS*VKMP - ZETA7*WKMP
+ ZETA3«(ZETA5*RKNP + ZETA2*SKNP) 
UKNP = - (E PS 1 *E PS 4 + E PS2*E PS 3) * UKNP 
+E PS 2*E PS 4*X KM P + E PS 1*E PS 3*ZKNP 
VKNP = EPS15*(ZETA4»(ZETA5*VKNP-ZETA2
•WKNP ) - ZETA8*RKMP -ZETA7*SKNP) 
SKNP = EPS15*(-ZETA7*VKN -ZETA9*WKNP
-ZETA3*(ZETA2*RKNP - ZETA6*SKNP)) 
WKNP = E PS2*(E PS2*XKN P - EPS1*UKN)
+ E PS 1 *E PS 1 *ZKN P 
RKNP = EPS4*(EPS4»XKMP - EPS3*UKM) 
+EPS3*EPS3*ZKNP 
GO TO 230
KKHP s ZETA 9*VKN P + ZETA7*WKMP - ZETA4 
* ( ZETA6*RKNP - Z ETA2*S KNP)
LKNP = ZETA 3*( ZETA2*VKN P - ZETA5*WKNP)
+ ZETA7*RKNP + ZETA8*SKNP 
UKNP = -( E PS 1 *E PS 4 + E PS2*E PS 3) * UKNP 
+ E PS 2 *E PS 4 *K KN P +E PS 1 *E PS 3 *L KN P 
VKNP = EPS 15 *CZETA3*CZETA6*VKNP+ZETA2
•WKNP) + ZETA9*R KNP - ZETA7*SKNP) 
SKNP = EPS 15 * (-ZETA7*VKN + ZETA8*WKNP 
+ ZETA4*(ZETA2*R KNP +ZETA5 *SKNP)) 
WKNP = E PS4*( -E PS4*XKNP + EPS3*UKN)
-E PS 3 *E PS 3 *L KM P 
R KN P s E PS2*(-EPS2*KKN P + EPS1*UKN)
-E PS 1 *E PS 1 *LKN P
CONTINUE
PERFORM THE MATRIX MULTIPLICATION OF EQ.(68)
RALPHN = -SQRT( 1.00 - CSQ / ALPNSQ )
RBETAN = -SQRT( 1.00 - CSQ / BETMSQ )
RALRBT = RALPHN * RBETAN
EPSILN = -EPSILO * C3Q**2 / RALRBT
IF((2*(N/2)).EQ.M) GO TO 250
FRAYL = EPSILN * (-VKN P*R3ETAN + WKNP 










FRAYL = EPSILN*(VKN P*RALPHN + RKNP 
- WKN P *RALRBT + SKN P*RBETAN)
GO TO 440
FIND THE ROOT OF DISPERSION FUNCTION 
IF(ABS(FRA YL).LT.EPCIRN ) GO TO 5 
SIGHN2 = -1.0
IF(FRA YL. GT . 0. 0) SIGHN 2 = 1.0 
IF(MMTI.EQ.1) GO TO 7 
SIGH = SIGHN 1 * SIGHN2 
IF(SIGH.GT.0.0) GO TO 7 
DELTC = -DELTC/2.0 
ND = 1
C = C + DELTC 
NTIME =NTIME + 1 
SIGHN 1 = SIGHN2 
GO TO 900
IF(ND.EQ.1) DELTC = DELTC/ 2.0 
C = C + DELTC 
NTIME = NTIME + ND 
SIGHN1 r SIGHN 2 
MMTI=0 
GO TO 900







APPENDIX B: A USER'S GUIDE FOR 1GVEL001 TO CALCULATE
GROUP VELOCITY FROM PHASE VELOCITY CALCULATED BY 1RAYLY'
The group velocity can be determined from the phase 
velocity by taking the derivative of velocity with respect 
to wave-number as discussed in the text (see equation 25).
The program 'GVELOO' is written in connection to * RAYLY1 
so that the output file of 'RAYLY' is also the input file of
* GVELOO' .
Derivative of Lagrange's interpolation formula is taken. 
Experience shows that an nth-order polynominal does not always 
fit a series of n+1 points. Then three points are used for 
the calculation when the derivative at the center point is 
calculated.
There are no input data except for the output data of 
'RAYLY' and a flag with which the program calculates another 
set of data. Output file is assigned as channel 4 and con­
sists of title, group velocity, wave-number, and value of 
derivative.
The following is the list of the program together with 









PROGRAM GYE L 00 (IN P UT , OUT PUT , TA PE 1, TA PE 4, IA PE 3 =1 N P UT ) 
DIMENSION C (50),FREQ(50),OMEGA(50),WAN(3)
DIMENSION A(100 ) ,CA(3)
Q **#***#*****#***#******#****#***#******#**#**#*#**##****
C * DETERMINATION OF GROUP VELOCITY FROM PHASE DISPERSION
C * CURVE BY TAKING DERIVATIVE IN TERMS OF WAVE NEMBER
Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 3 * * * * * * * * * *
C(I) = ARRAY OF PHASE VELOCITY
FREQ(I) = ARRAY OF FREQUENCY
OMEGA(I )= ARRAY OF ANGULER FREQUENCY
WAN (I) = ARRAY OF WAVE NUMBER FOR SUBROUTINE





300 F O R M A T d O O A D  
10 CONTINUE
DO 20 1=1 , 50
READ(1,100) C ( I ),FREQ(I),OMEGA(I),AA,KX 




NS =1 - 1  
NE =1 +1
IF (I . GE . 2) GO TO 2 
NS = 1 
NE = 3 
GO TO 5 
2 IF(I.LE.49) GO TO 5
NS =4 3 
N E =5 0 
5 CONTINUE
JJ 1 =0
DO 40 J =N5,NE 
JJ 1 =J J 1 +1
W A N (JJ1 )=OMEGA(J)/C(J)
CA(J J 1) = C (J )
40 CONTINUE
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600 FORMAT(" INPUT 1 IF MORE DATA") 
READ(3,*) LL 













r ************** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C * SUBROUTINE FOR TAKING DERIVATIVE AT A GIVEN *
C * POINT OF X BY USING LAGRANGE’S IMTERPORATION *
C * WRITTEN BY I. WATANABE *
Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
X(I) ARRAY OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
Y(I ) ARRAY OF FUNCTION VALUES
N r NUMBER OF POINTS
XINT r X COORDINATE AT WHICH DERIVATIVE IS TAKEN
DERIV s DERIVATIVE AT XINT
DO 10 1=1 , N 
C s 1 . 0 
DO 20 J=1 , N 
IF ( J .EQ.I) GO TO 20 
C = C*( X(I)-X(J) )
20 CONTINUE 
A(I ) = Y(I )/C 
10 CONTINUE
DERIV = 0.0
DO 30 1=1,N 
33=0. 0
DO 40 J =1,N
IF(J.EQ.I) GO TO 40
B =1 . 0
DO 50 K = 1 , N 
IF(K.EQ.J) GO TO 50 
IFCK.EQ.I) GO TO 50 









APPENDIX C: A USER’S GUIDE FOR 1GPVEL' TO DETERMINE
GROUP VELOCITY FROM SEISMIC TRACE
This program is written according to the flow-chart and 
explanation in the paper by M. Landisman, A. Dziewonski, and
Y. Sato (19 69) . The flow-chart is shown in Figure 7 in the
text. Since this program is also written interactively 
with a terminal, most input data except for seismic traces 
are input from the terminal after questions one by one.
Those questions are, ,
"INPUT SHOT NO."
"INPUT GEOPHONE NO."
"INPUT SAMPLING INTERVAL (IN MILLI SEC.)"
"INPUT LOWEST FREQUENCY OF ANALYSIS"
"INPUT DISTANCE BETWEEN SOURCE AND GEOP. (IN KM)”
"INPUT FIRST SAMPLING POINT"
"INPUT LAST SAMPLING POINT"
"INPUT VELOCITY INCREMENT".
The first and last sampling points denote a portion of a 
seismic trace to be analyzed. The data of seismic trace 
has a= - form shown in Figure C-l.
1 1000
-35. -156. -2«2. -UU2. -6 1 2 . -653. -744. -737. -596. -333. 
-2292. -4296. -3346. -2338. -2580. -1604. 1226. 3103. 2746
8744. 3363. -3356. -6592. -5163. -3052. -3392. -6416. -72; 
-10576. -9096. -5752. -2162. 442. 1509. 1295. 900. 1120. '
1214. -2812. -7672. -11360. -12016. -8872. -2620. 4364. V  
-2410. 404. 1987. 2170. 1416. 380. -443. -309. -714. -303.
-1606. -1612. -1367. -936. -335. 177. 642. 956. 1090. 103; 
-424. -390. -286. -115. 82. 262. 401. 434. 496. 440. 331. 
3. 65. 123. 176. 224. 253. 246. 205. 138. 54. -34. -110. •
257. 288. 270. 202. 102. -10. -118. -211. -274. -301. -28' 
-226. -228. -180. -97. 1. 97. 163. 174. 131. 57. -17. -69.
-52. 65. 171. 233- 233. 167. 50. -39. -217. -295. -289. -' 
-1 12. 73. 239. 338. 342. 246. 76. -1 14. -266.. -341. -323. 
-237. -122. 30. 174. 257. 243. 154. 17. -123. -223. -246.
-35 . 45 • 103 • 134. 114. 58. -19. -93. -1 39 . -139. -90. -3
96. 29. -54. —111. -1 14 . -64. 14. 86. 121. 104. 45 . -2 6*
67. 70. 45. 5. -34 . -53 . -4 3. -14. 15 . 30. 25. 8. -12. -2
-1 8. -25 . -27. -21 . -3. 10. 28. 39 . 34. 17 . 0 . - 1 1 . -17 •
18. 19. 19. 18 . 13 . -1 . -16. -26. -32 . -35 . -31. -17. 3•
7. 4. -2 . -8 • -1 1 . -5. 8. 16. 15. 11. 11. 9. 6. 2. -4. -1
-1 9 . -9 • 2. 11 . 18 . 18. 8. -6. -21 • 31. -31. -22. -7. 9.14. 7. -2. -1 1. -17. -19. -1 1. 4. 19. 25. 23. 14. 2. -9 •
-1 1. -6 0. 8. 15. 18. 15. 5. -8. -18 . -21 . -14. -4. 3. 4
-4. -1 1# -13 # -9. -2. 5. 8. 9. 6. 0. -7. -10. -8. -4. -1 .
-3. -1 1 -3. —3. 3. 6. 10. 11. 6. -1 . -6. -3. -10. -9. -4
-10 . -9 -6. 0. 6. 10. 8. 1. -4. -6. -6. -5. -1. 4. 6. 5.
1. 0. -1. -2 -3. -2. -1. 1. 3. 4. 1. -4. -7. -7. -5. -3.
-1 . 4. 8. 8. • 4. 0. -2. -1 . -2. -2. _2 . -3. -5. -5. -2. -1
-1 . 3. 6. 7. 6• 1 • -3. -5. -3. 2. 6. 5. 3. -1. -5. -s! -1-4. 1. 3. 2. 1• 1 • 2. 1. 1. 2. 3. 2. -1 . -2 . -2. -3. -5 *
-3. -4.  ̂• 2. 5. 6. 6. 5. 1. -4. -8. -9. -8. -3. 3. 7. 8
-2. -1 . -1 . 0. 1. 0. -3 . -4. -3. 0. 3. 4. 1. -1. -3. -2-4. -4. -3. -1 • 1 • 1. 1. 0 . - 1 .  -2 -1 . -2 . -4. -3 . 1. 4.
-1 . -3. -3. -2 « 1 • 3. 4. 3. 0. -4. -6 . -4. -2. -3. -3. -2
2. -1 . -3. -3~ 4. 9. 9. 4. -3. -9 . -10 . -6. 1. 4. 3.
-1 . 0. 0. 0. -1 . -3. -4 . -2. 2. 4. 4. 3. 1. - 1 . - 2 . -5. -
-3. -3. -2. 0. 3. 3. 0. -4. -4. -1 . 3. 6. 5. 1. -2 . -5. -
2 1000
135. 175. 276. 422. 324. 187. 172. -53. -370. -433- -581. 
-1004. -3360. -2788. -913. -1124. -1682. -733. 830. 2015. 
705. 7000. 8880. 7552. 4596. 590. -2363. -1794. 1418. 367 
12840. 16064. 15048. 8633. -265. -8880. -15928. -19534. -
-10332. -15192. -15256. -11352. -4764. 2362. 7994. 11200.
-10638. -7144. -1320. 5432. 11288. 14443. 13324. 9439. 27
C 1. Example of data of seismic trace. The first 
1 and 1000 are geophone number and sampling points. All data are free-formated.
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The output file assigned as channel 2 includes a part 
of input data and its typical examples are available in the 
text.
The required subroutines are "RESEIS", "COSSIN", r?PL0T3", 
and "RETRE" for reading seismic trace, taking Fourier 
amplitude and phase at certain frequency, plotting seismic 
trace, and for taking out linear trend, respectively.























PROGRAM GPVEL (INPUT , OUTPUT , TAPE 1 , TAPE2,TAPE 4sOUTPUT ,
1 TAPE 8)
DIMENSION SEISMC1024), F (30),DAMYS(1024),MAMP(30)
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * a************************
DETERMINATION OF GROUP VELOCITY BY USING
MOVING WINDOW METHOD 
a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
SEISM. INPUT DATA OF SEISMOGHAM.
F ......... FREQUENCY OF EACH STEP.
DAMY......A PART OF SEISMOGRAM .
MAMP...... FOURIER AMPLITUDE OF EACH FREQUENCY
NORMARIZED SUCH AS MAXIMUM -IS 10 0.
W ......... LENGTH OF THE WINDOW.
DTM ..DIGITAL SAMPLING INTERVAL IN MILISECOUND.
F S ........ .LOWER LIMIT OF FREQUENCY.
ID  INDEX OF THE TYPE OF A WINDOW.
F I........ FREQUENCY INCREMENT.
TS... TIME WHICH IS THE CENTERAL POINT OF DAMYS.
P.  ....... PERIOD.
DTI.......WIDTH OF A WINDOW.
W = 3.5
E PC 5 = 10.0**(-5)
ID = 1
WRITE(2,300)
300 F0RMATC1H1,15X,"MOVING WINDOW ANALYSIS OF SEISMIC 
1TRACE",////)WRITE (4 ,310)
310 FORMAT (" INPUT SHOT NO.11)
R EA D (4,*) NOSHOT 
WRITE(4,320)
320 FORM AT ( " INPUT GEOPHONE NO.")
READ(4,») NOGEO P
WRITE(2,360) NOSHOT,NOGEOP 
360 FORMATC///,10X,"SHOT NO. =",14,/, 10X,"GEOPHONE
1NO. =*” ,14,///)
WRITE(4,210)











220 FORMAT(” INPUT LOWEST FREQUENCY OF ANALYSIS” )
READ(4,*) FS 
WR ITE(4,230 )
230 FORMATC” INPUT DISTANCE BETWEEN SOURCE AND GEOP 
K I N  KM)")
READ(4,*) DISTNC 
WRITE(4,240)
240 FORMATC” INPUT FIRST SAMPLING POINT” )
READ(4,*) NS 
WRITE C4, 250 )
250 FORMATC” INPUT LAST SAMPLING POINT”)
READ(4,*) NE
CALL RESEIS (SEISM,NOGEOP,NS,NE,N )
CALL PLOT3(SEISM, N, 1)
WRITE(4 ,350 ) DISTNC, N, DTM, W, ID 
WRITE(2,350) DISTNC,N,DTM,W,ID 
350 FORMATC" DIS * ”,15," DISTANCE BETWEEN SHOT AND GEOP.
1 IN KM ” ,/,1" II M 5 / NUMBER OF SAMPLING POINTS"/,
1" DT = " ,F 5 .2,” SAMPLING INTERVAL IN MILL SEC"/,I„ W = ",F5.2," FACTOR OF WINDOW LENGTH"/,
1" ID =M 4 , / r1” IF ID = -1, WINDOW TYPE IS 1",/,
1" IF ID » .0, WINDOW TYPE IS COSINE",/,
1" IF ID = 1, WINDOW TYPE IS SQUARE OF COSINE"//)
SET OF VARIOUS CONSTANTS
TISHFT=DTS *FL0ATCNS-1 )
TOT = DTM * FLOAT( N - 1 )
WRITE(4,370)
370 FORMATC” INPUT VELOCITY INCREMENT” ) 
READC4,*) DELTGV 
IF C TISHFT.GT.0.0) GO TO 12 
.GVEL = 3.0 
GO TO 13
12 GVEL = DISTNC / TISHFT
13 CONTINUE
DETERMINATION OF THE ARRAY OF FREQUENCY
FNI = 125.0









DO 10 I =1,24
F( I ) = A1 * EXP(B1*FL0AT(I )) 
10 CONTINUE
WRITE(4,400 ) C F (I ),1 = 1,24) 
WRITE(2,400 ) C F (I ),1 = 1,24)
400 F0RMAT( 10X,24F5.1/)
......DETERMINATION OF THE MAXMUM AMPLITUDE
AMAX = 0 . 0
DO 20 1 = 1 , N
AM = ABS ( SEISM( I ) )
IF (AMAX.LT.AM) AMAX = AM 
20 CONTINUE
ROOP AT EACH GROUP VELOCITY
1000 TS = DISTNC / GVEL - TISHFT 
TM = TS * 1000.0 
IF( TS.LT.0.0) STOP 
IF( TM.GT.TOT ) STOP 
I T = IF IX( TM / DTM )
SET VARIOUS PARAMETERS AT EACH FREQUENCY
DO 40 NFF =1,24 
? = 1.0 / F( NFF )
DTI =0.5 * W / F(NFF)
NSP = IFIX( DTI / DTS )
NST = IT - MSP 
MEN = IT + NSP 
IF (NST.LT.1 ) NST = 1 
IF (NEN.GT.N ) NEN = N 
IF( ID ) 15, 25, 35
C .................. .......................................
C ........MULTIPLICATION OF THE MODURATION FUNCTION
15 Ml = 0
DO 50 M =NST, NEN 
M 1 = M1 + 1
DAMYSC M 1 ) = SEISM( M )
50 CONTINUE 
GO TO 11
25 M1 = 0
DRAD = 1.5707963 * DTS / DTI 
DO 60 M =NST,NEN 
M 1 = M 1 + 1
RAD = DRAD * FLOAT( M - IT )






35 M 1 = 0
DRAD = 1.5707963 * DTS / DTI 
DO 70 M=NST,NEN 
Ml = M 1 -h I
RAD = DRAD * FLOAT ( M - IT ) 
DAMYS(MI) = SEISM(M)*COS(RAD)**2 
70 CONTINUE




C .........EVALUATION OF FOURIER AMPLITUDE...........
NC =IT-NST+1
CALL COSSIN( DAMYS, M1, NC, P, DTS, AM, PHZ)
........EVALUATION OF RELATIVE FOURIER AMPLITUDE IN DECIBEL
AMRE 1 = AM / AMAX
IFCAMRE 1.LT.EPC5) AMRE1-E PC 5
AMRE 2 = 20.0 * ALOG10( AMRE1 )
MAMP( NFF ) = IF IX( 100.0 + AMRE2 ) - 
40 CONTINUE
WRITE(2,500) GVEL, (MAMP(K),K=1,24)
500 FORMAT (F7. 3 , 3X-, 2415)











SUBROUTINE RESEISC SEISM,NGEO,NS,NE,NN) 
DIMENSION SE(20Q0),SEISM(2000)
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
READ OF THE INPUT DATA. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
SEISM = INPUT DATA
5 READC1,*) NGO,N
N = 100 4 
READ C l ,*) (S E (J ) , J = 1 , N)
IF(NGO.EQ.NGEO) GO TO 2
WRITE(4,*) NGO,N,(SE(KK),KK = 1,5)
GO TO 5
2 CONTINUE
IF(NE.GT.N) NE =N 
NN =NE-N S + 1
M =0





















SUBROUTINE COSSINC SEISM, M, NC, T, DT, AMP, PHZ) 
a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
DETERMINATION OF FOURIER AMPLITUDE AND PHASE
OF THE COMPONENT OF PERIOD T. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
SEISM = SEISMOGRAM OF M SAMPLING POINT.
M r NUMBER OF SAMPLING POINTS.
NC = FIRST SAMPLING POINT TO"3E ANALIZED.
T zz PERIOD WHICH IS ANALYZED.
DT z SAMPLING INTERVAL IN SECOUND.
AMP zz FOURIER AMPLITUDE OF THE COMPONENT OF PERIOD T
COI = INVERCE COEFFICIENT OF FOURIER TRANS..
PHZ * PHASE OF THE COMPONENT OF PERIOD T
DIMENSION SEISM( M )
COI = FLOAT(M) / 2.0 
DTPAI = 6.2831852 * DT 
SUMCOS = 0 . 0  
SUMS IN = 0 . 0
C
DRAD = DTPAI /T 
C T = PERIOD IN SECOND.
DO 10 1 = 1 ,M
RAD = DRAD * FLOAT( I - NC )
SUMCOS = SUMCOS + SEISM( I ) * COS( RAD )
SUMSIN = SUMSIN + SEISM( I ) * S IN( RAD )
10 CONTINUE
SUMCOS = SUMCOS / C O I  
SUMSIN = SUMSIN / COI
AMP 1 = ( SUMCOS * SUMCOS + SUMSIN * SUMSIN )
AMP = SQRT( AMP1 )















SUBROUTINE PL0T3(X, N, NS)
* * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
PLOTTING OF A NUMERICAL SERIESE 
* * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * *  **
DIMENSION A I (101),X(M )
PLOTTING OF A NUMERICAL SERIESE
X ...... NUMERICAL SERIESE
N...... NUMBER OF A SERIESE X
NS.....PLOTTING INTERVAL
XMAX = ABS ( X ( 1 ) )
DO 10 I = 2, N 
XA3S = AB S ( X ( I ) )
IF (XABS.GT.XMAX) XMAX = XABS 
10 CONTINUE
WRITE(3, 100)
100 FORMAT(1H 1 ,///4X, 1H N ,6X, 1HX,8X, 1HY,2X,4H-100, 47X, 1H0, 
149X, 3H100)
WRITE (3, 103) XMAX 
10 3 FORMAT (30X, 5HXMAX=,2X, F15.2/)
DO 40 1=1,101 
$AI (I ) =
40 CONTINUE
WRITE (3 , 101 ) ( A K I  ),I = 1 , 101 )
101 F ORMAT(2 4X, 101A 1)
DO 30 K = 1, 101
$AI (X ) = " "
30 CONTINUE
DO 20 I = 1 , N, NS 
$AI (1 ) =
$AI ( 51 ) =
$ A1 ( 1 0 1 )  =
IY = IFIX( 50.0 * X( I ) / XMAX)
NYPO = 5 1  + IY 
$AI (NYPO ) = "* 11
WRITE(8 , 102) I, X(I), (AI(J ),J = 1, 101)
102 FORMAT(2X,14, E12.5, 6X, 101A 1)







£ * ★ * *******************************
C * RETREND OF SIGNAL BY LEAST SQUARE *
C * Y = A * T + B *
Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
SXY = 0.0 : ..
SX = 0. 0 
SY = 0.0 
SX2 = 0.0 
DO 10 1=1 , N
SXY = SXY + YCI) * FLOAT ( I - 1 )
SX = SX + FLOAT ( I - 1 )
SY = SY + Y( I )
SX2 = SX2 + FLOAT (I - 1) * FLOAT ( 1 - 1 )  
10 CONTINUE
AU = SXY - SX * SY / FLOAT( N )
AD = SX2 - SX * AX / FLOAT( N )
A = AU / AD
B = (SY - A * SX ) / FLOAT ( N )
DO 20 1=1 , N





APPENDIX D: A USER'S GUIDE FOR 'PHV* TO DETERMINE PHASE 
VELOCITY FROM SEISMIC TRACES
The program 'PHV’ determines phase velocity from two 
traces at different locations based on phase difference at 
each frequency. This program is interactive with a 
terminal and asks the following questions on the terminal.
"INPUT SHOT SEQUENCE NO"
"INPUT SAMPLING INTERVAL IN SEC"
"INPUT FIRST GEOPHONE NO"
"INPUT FIRST SAMPLING POINT"
"INPUT LAST SAMPLING POINT"
"INPUT SECOND GEOPHONE NO"
"INPUT FIRST SAMPLING POINT"
"INPUT LAST SAMPLING POINT"
"INPUT PHASE SHIFT INTEGER"
Distance between the geophone locations and time shift
involved in first sampling points of two parts of seismic 
traces are calculated in the program. In the program, 
geophone interval is fixed at 0.009144 kilometer.
The last question can be regarded as an integer in the phase 
shift in equation (32). Seismic record should be written
in a data file assigned as channel 1 in the same form in
Figure C-l.
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The output file including a part of input data and other 
information is typed on the terminal assigned as channel 4. 
Phase velocities are calculated assuming several values of 
the integer in equation (32), because of uncertainty of its 
value. A reasonable velocity has to be selected from 
calculated ones with another additional information.
The subroutines used are "RESEIS", "FFT", and "DRUM" 
for reading a series of samples, taking fast fourier 
transform, and arranging phase between -tt and n , respectively. 










PROGRAM PH V (IN PUT,OUT PUT,TA PE 1,TA PE 4 siN PUT)
DIMENSION SE IS 1 (1 024 ) , SEIS2O024), PHASEO024) 
DIMENSION T O O ) ,  C (1 0 ) , DMYO024)
COMPLEX SEIS 1,SEIS2
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
COMPUTATION OF PHASE VELOCITY BY
PHASE SHIFT TECHNIQUE • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
PA I = 3. 14159265 
  INPUT THE REQUIRED PARAMETERS
WRITE(4,400)
400 FORMAT (” PHASE VELOCITY DETERMINATION BY PHASE SHIFT 
1 METHOD’1)
WRITE (4 , 401 )
401 FORMAT (11 INPUT SHOT SEQUENCE MO11)
READ(4,*) NSHOT
WRITE(4,402) NSHOT
402 FORMAT(///” SHOT NO. = ” ,15,//)
WRITE(4,410)
410 FORMAT (11 INPUT SAMPLING INTERVAL IN SEC’1)
R EAD(4,*) SAINT
WRITE(4,403)
403 F ORMAT ( ” INPUT FIRST GEOPHONE NO” )
READ(4,*) N G O 1
WRITE(4,404)
404 FORMAT (” INPUT FIRST SAMPLING POINT ,1)
READ(4 t *) NS 1
WRITE(4,405)
405 FORMAT (" INPUT LAST SAMPLING POINT’1)
READ(4,*) N E 1
CALL RESEIS (DMY, NN 1, NGO 1, NS 1 , NE 1 )
WRITE(4,510 ) N N 1,NS1,NE 1 
510 FORMAT (115, ” SAMPLES WAS RE AD FROM’1 , 11 5 , " TO ” ,115,/) 




406 FORMAT(” INPUT SECOND GEOPHONE NO” )
READ(4,*) NGO 2
W RIT E (4,407)

















FORM AT (11 5, ft SAMPLES WAS READ FROM” , 115, " TO ” ,115,/)






FORMAT(” TIME SHIFT IN SEC” ,1F12.5)
N 2 = 0 
DO 5 1=1,50 
M 21 = 2 **I 
N2 = N2 + 1
IF (NN1.LE.M21 ) GO TO 6 
CONTINUE
N3 = 0 
DO 7 1=1,50 
M 22 = 2**1 
N 3 = N3 + 1IF (NN2.LE.M22) GO TO 8 
CONTINUE
M2 = M A XO(M 21,M22)
N 2 = MAXO(N 2,N 3)
WRITE(4, 1200 ) M2, M2
FORMAT (35H M2 = 2**M2; M2 = , 15, 6H
162 N2 =,15///)
, FOURIER TRANSFORM OF THE TRACES 1 AND 2
CALL FFT(SEIS1,M2, N2, 1)
CALL FFT(SEIS2,M2, N2, 1)
MM2 = M2 / 2 + 1
DO 20 I =1,MM2 -
S E I S K I )  = CMPLX(REAL(SEIS1 (I )) , -A IM A G (S EIS 1 (I )) ) 
SEIS 1(1) = S E I S K I )  * S EIS 2 (I )
PH 2 = ATAN2( -AIMAG(SEIS2(I)) , REAL(3EIS2(I)))
PH 1 = A T A N 2 ( -AIMAG(SEISKI)) , RE AL (S El S 1 (I ) ) )
PHASE (I ) = PH 2 - PH 1
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nw
C  TAKE PHASE DIFFERENCES
C
C PHASE(I ) = ATAN( -AIMAG(SEIS1(I))/REAL(SEIS1(I)))
PHASE (I ) = ATAN2( -AIMAG(SEIS1(I)), REAL(SEIS1(I )))
20 CONTINUE
GO TO 22
IF(PHASE(2). GE .0.0) GO TO 22 
DO 23 I =2,MM2
PHASE (I) = PHASE (I) + 2.0*PAI 
23 CONTINUE
22 CONTINUE
C 2 WRITE(4,3000 )
3000 FORMAT C//33H PHASE 3EF0R ARRANGEMENT BY DRUM,/)
C WRITE(4,550 ) (PHASE(I ) ,1 = 1,MM2)
CALL DRUM(MM2, PHASE)
C WRITE (4,311 )
311 FORMAT(//33H PHASE AFTER ARRANGEMENT BY DRUM,/)
C . W R ITE(4,550) (PHASE(I),1=1,MM2)
550 F0RMAT(5F12.5)
C
C   CALCULATION OF PHASE VELOCITY
C
WRITE(4,570)
570 FORMAT(" INPUT PHASE SHIFT INTEGER” )
READ(4,*) JJJ
WRITE (4 , 310)
310 FORMAT(///4X,6HPERI0D,9X,5(14H PHVEL )/)




DO 40 J = 1 , 1 0
T ( J )= (2.0*PAI*FLOAT(J-JJJ)+PHASE(I ))*PERIOD /(2.0*PAI) 
C(J) = XXX / (T (J ) - TISHFT )
40 CONTINUE
W R ITE(4,500) FREQ,(C(J),J=1,10)












Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C * READ SEISMIC TRACE OF GEOPHONE NO = NGO *(3 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
X = SEISMIC TRACE TO 3E READ 
N = SAMPLING NUMBER OF THE TRACE 
NGO = GEO PHONE NO OF THE TRACE 
NS = FIRST SAMPLING POINT TO BE READ 
NE = LAST SAMPLING POINT TO BE READ
2 READ(1,*) NG,NN
NN = 100 0
READ(1,*) (DAMCI ) ,1 = 1,NN)
IF(NG.EQ.NGO) GO TO 1 
GO TO 2
1 M =0
DO 3 I=NS,NE 
N =N + 1






COMPLEX X ( 512) , U , W , T
Q
C * SUBROUTINE FFT (FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM) *
Q ***************************************************
C X = COMPLEX INPUT AND OUTPUT ARRAYS.
C N = NUMBER OF SAMPLING POINTS.
C M = POWER OF TWO SUCH THAT N=2**M
C
C IFLAG « FORWARD/ 1NVERSE TRANSFORM FLAG
C IF IFLAG GT 0 DO FORWARD TRANSFORM
C IF IFLAG LT 0 DO INVERSE TRANSFORM
FLAG = 1.0
I F (IFLAG.G E .0) FLAG = -1.0 
J = N/2 
NMl = N-2
C
C ..SCRAMBLE THE INPUT DATA. IN REVERSE BIT ORDER
C TO TRANSFORM
C
DO 30 1=1 , NM1 
IF(I.GE.J) GO TO 25 
C .. INCREMENT REVERSED BIT COUNTERC
T = XCJ+1 )
X(J+1 ) = X(I+1 )
XCI+1 ) = T
C
C .. INCREMENT INVERSE BIT COUNTERC
25 KsM/2
26 IF(K.GT.J) GO TO 30 
JaJ-X
K = X / 2 
GO TO 26
C
C . . J IS NOW IN REVERSED BIT ORDER
C
30 J = .J + [<
C
C .. INITIALIZE PI
C
PI = 3. 14159265353979 N r 2 **M
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C
C . . PERFORM THE FFT
C
DO 20 Ls1,M
LE = 2 **L
L E 1 = LE / 2
ARC = PI / FLOAT( L E 1 )
U = CMPLXC 1.0, 0.0)
W = CMPLXC COSC ARG ), (FLAG) * SINC ARG ) )
DO 20 J=1 , LE 1 
DO 10 I=J, N, LE 
IP s I + LE 1 
T = X ( IP ) * U 
X ( IP ) s X( I ) - T 
X( I ) = X ( I ) + T 
10 CONTINUE
20 U = U - * W
IF ( IFLAG. GE.O) GO TO 50
DIV .= FLOAT( M )
DO 31 J=1,N 





SU3R0UTINE DRUM( LPHZ, PHZ)
DIMENSION PHZ( LPHZ )
PJ = 0.0 
DO 40 1=2,LPHZ 
C-10 IFCPHZCI ) + PJ-PHZ(I-1 )) 20, 40, 30
C IF( ABS(PHZ(I) + PJ-PHZ(I-1 ))-3. 14159265) 40, 40, 10
10 IF( PHZ (I) + P J-PHZ(1-1)) 20, 40, 40
20 PJ = PJ + 3.14159265 * 2.0
GO TO 10
30 PJ = PJ - 3. 14159255 * 2.0






DO 40 I =2,LPHZ
IF(ABS(PHZ(I)+PJ-PHZ(I-1 ))-3. 1415926) 40,40, 10 
10 IF(PHZ(I)+PJ-PHZ(I-1)) 20, 40, 30 
20 PJ=PJ+3.1415926*2.0 
GO TO 40 
30 ?J =PJ-3 . 1415926*2.0




APPENDIX E; A USER1S GUIDE FOR 'PHVELS' TO DETERMINE PHASE 
VELOCITY 3Y SUMS AND DIFFERENCES METHOD
The program 'PHVEL51 determines phase velocity from two 
traces at different locations based on the sums and differences 
technique. This program is also interactive with a terminal 
and asks the following questions.
”INPUT SHOT NO".
"INPUT GEOPHONE INTERVAL IN FEET"
"INPUT FIRST GEOPHONE NO."
"INPUT FIRST SAMPLING POINT ON TRACE 1"
"INPUT LAST SAMPLING POINT ON TRACE 1 ”
"INPUT SECOND GEOPHONE NO."
"INPUT FIRST SAMPLING POINT ON TRACE 2"
"INPUT LAST SAMPLING POINT ON TRACE 2"
"INPUT SAMPLING INTERVAL IN MILLI SEC"
"INPUT LOWER LIMIT OF PHVEL"
Distance between the geophone locations and time shift involved 
in the first sampling points of two parts of traces are cal­
culated in the program. The input value after the last question 
specifies the lowest phase velocity in the analysis. Seismic 
record should be written in a data file assigned as channel 1 
in the same form in Figure C-i.
The subroutines used are "FFT" and "READSE". The main 












DETERMINATION OF PHASE VELOCITY 
BY SUMS AND DIFFERENCES METHOD ******************************************** *********
DIMENSION SEIS1(500),SEIS2(500),REAMP(25),FREQ(25) 
1 X(1000)
COMPLEX SEPLAS(10 24),SEMINS(1024 )
. . INPUT SEISMIC TRACES ..
WRITE(4,300)
300 FORMAT(" INPUT SHOT NO.”)
READ(4,*) NSHOT 
WRITE(4,330)
330 FORMAT(" INPUT GEOPHONE INTERVAL IN FEET”)
R EA D (4,* ) GEOINT
WRITE(3,350) NSHOT, GEOINT 
350 FORMAT(” SHOT NO. =",15,/,
1" GEOPHONE INTERVAL =” ,F7.2,” FEET",//)
WRITE(4,310)
310 FORMAT(" INPUT FIRST GEOPHONE NO.”)
R EA D (4,*) NGEO P 1
WRITE(4,200)
200 FORMAT(" INPUT FIRST SAMPLING POINT ON TRACE 1”) 
READ(4,*) N N 11 
WRITE(4,210)
210 FORMAT(” INPUT LAST SAMPLING POINT ON TRACE 1") 
READ(4,») NN 2
CALL RE ADSE(SEIS1,NGEO P 1,NN11,NN2,NS1)
W RIT E (4,320 )
320 FORMAT(" INPUT SECOND GEOPHONE NO.”)
READ(4,* ) NGEOP2
WRITE(4,220)
220 FORMAT(" INPUT FIRST SAMPLING POINT ON TRACE 2") 
READ(4,») NN12 
WRITE(4,230)











R E A D (4 , * ) N N 2
CALL READSE(SEIS2,NGE0P2,NN 12, NN2,NS2)
MSM = AMAXO(NS1,NS2)
M2 = 0
DO 10 1=1,10 
N 2 = I 
M2 = 2 **N 2




510 FORMAT(" SAMPLING NUMBER OF FIRST TRACE =” ,15,/,
1" SAMPLING NUMBER OF SECOND TRACE =",15,/,
2" MUTURAL MAX NUMBER M2*»N2M,215,/)
WRITE (4 , 360 ) NN 11., NN 12 
360 FORMAT(" FIRST SAMPLING POINT ON TRACE 1 =",15,/
1" FIRST SANPLING POINT ON TRACE 2 =",I5,//)
.. INPUT PARAMETERS ..
WRITE(4,620)
20 FORMAT (" INPUT SAMPLING INTERVAL IN MILL I SEC” )
READ(4,*) DT 
DT S =DT/1000.0
DIST=IABS(NGEOP2-NGEOP1)*GEOINT*0.000 304 30 
TISH=IABS(NN 11 -NN 12 )*DT
TISHSE=TISH/1000.0 
WRITE(4,370) D T ,DIST,TISH 
370 FORMAT(" SAMPLING INTERVAL =",F 5 .1 #7X," MILLI SEC",
1 /," DISTANCE BETWEEN GEOPHONES = " ,F12.7," KM",/,
2 " TIME SHIFT OF TRACES =",F12.7," MILLI SEC",/)




570 FORMAT(" INPUT LOWEST LIMIT OF PHVEL")
READ(4,*) PHLOW 
WRITE(4,*) PHVEL
.. SET FREQUENCY AT WHICH TRACES ARE ANALIZED ..
DO 20 1=2,21




530 FORM AT(” VELOCITY",30X,"FREQUENCY"/)
WRITE(4,54 0 ) ( FR E Q (I ) , I =2 , 21 )
WRITE(3,540) (FREQ(I ),I=2,21)
540 F ORMAT(10X, 21F6.2,/)
W RIT E (4 , 560 )
WRITE(3,560)
560 F ORMAT (1 OX , 126(" "))
C
C .. SET PHASE VELOCITY AMD CORRESPONDING PARAMETERS
C .. AMD TAKE A FFT OF THEM ..
C
1000 CONTINUE
T = 1000.0*DIST/PH VEL-TISH 
ISHF = T / DT + 1 
IFdSHF.GE.NS2) GO TO 99 
NEN = AMIN0(MS1,MS2-1 SHF)
C
C TRANSFER SIGNALS TO COMPLEX ARRAYS ..
C
DO 30 1=1, MEN
SEPLAS(I ) = CM PL X(SEIS1(I)+SEIS2(I+ISHF-1 ),0.0)
SEM INS (I ) = CM PL X(SEIS 1 (I)-SEIS2(I+ISHF-1 ),0.0)
30 CONTINUE
NEN 1 rNEN +1 
DO 40 I=NEN 1 ,M2 
SEPLAS (I ) = (0.0, 0.0)
SEMIMS (I ) = ( 0.0, 0.0)
40 CONTINUE
CALL FFT(SEPLAS,M2,N2,1)
CALL FFT(SEMINS,M 2,N2, 1)C
C .. TAKE RELATIVE AMPLITUDE BETWEEN TWO TRACES ..
C
DO 50 1=2,21
AMM INS = REAL(SEMINS(I ))**2 + AIMAG(SEMINS(I ))**2
AMPLAS = REALISE PLAS(I ))**2 + AIMAG(SEPLAS(I ))**2




PH VEL =PH VEL-DPHVEL 
IF ( PH VEL . LE . PHLOW ) GO TO 99 






SUBROUTINE FFT(X, N, M, IFLAG)
COMPLEX X (5 1 2 ) , U, W, T
C
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C SUBROUTINE FFT (FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM)
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C
C
C X = COMPLEX IMPUT AND OUTPUT ARRAYS.
C- N = NUMBER OF SAMPLING POINTS.
C M = POWER OF TWO SUCH THAT N = 2**M GT NUMBER OF
C SAMPLES.
C IFLAG = FORWARD / INVERSE TRANSFORM FLAG.
C IF IFLAR GT 0 DO FORWARD TRANSFORM.
C IF IFLAG LT 0 DO INVERSE TRANSFORM.
C
FLAG = 1 . 0
IF(IFLAG.GE.O) FLAG = -1.0 
J = N / 2 
N M 1 = N - 2
C
C .. SCRAMBLE THE INPUT DATA IN REVERSE BIT ORDER TO
C TRANSFORM
C
DO 30 I = 1 , NM 1 
IFCI.GE.J) GO TO 25 
C .. INCREMENT REVERSED BIT COUNTER
C
T = X (J+1 )
X(J+1 ) = X(I+1 )
X (1+1 ) = T
C
C .. INCREMENT INVERSE BIT COUNTER
C
25 !< = N /2
26 IF(K .GT.J) GO TO 30
J = J -K 
K = K / 2 
GO TO 26
C
C .. J IS NOW IN REVERSED BIT ORDER
C
30 J = J + K
C
C .. INITIALIZE PI
r
PI = 3- 1 ‘t 1 59265 353 979 
N ; 2 “ M
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C
C .. PERFORM THE FFT
C
DO 20 L = 1 , M
LE = 2 **L
LE 1 = LE / 2
ARG : PI / FLOAT( L E 1 )
U = CM PL X ( 1.0, 0.0)
W = CMPLXC COSC ARG ), (FLAG) * 3IN( ARG ) ) 
DO 20 J =1 , LE 1 
DO 10 I=J, N , LE 
IP = I + L E 1 
T = X ( IP ) * II 
X( IP ) = X( I ) - T 
X ( I ) = X ( I ) 4- T
10 CONTINUE
20 U = U * W
IF ( IFLAG. GE . O') GO TO 50 
DIV = FLOAT( N )
DO 31 J = 1 , N 




SUBROUTINE READSE(SEISM,NGEO,NS,NE,NN ) 
DIMENSION SEC2000), SEISMC2000)
5 R EAD(1,*) NGO,N 
N = 100 4
READC1 ,*) (SE (J ) ; J = 1 ,N)
IF(NGO.EQ.NGEO) GO TO 2 
GO TO 5 
2 CONTINUE
IF(NE.GT.N) NE=N
NN=NE -NS + 1
M=0







APPENDIX F: A U S E R ’S GUIDE FOR ’ FLOVE' TO CALCULATE
SYNTHETIC DISPERSION CURVES OF LOVE WAVES BASED ON 
THOMSOM-HASXSLL MATRIX METHOD
Program 'FLOVE* was written to calculate synthetic dis­
persion curves of Love waves based on Thomson-Haskell matrix 
method. The characteristic function for Love waves is given 
in the text (see equation 13) .
Input data are the number of layers in the model, shear 
velocities and density in the layer, thicknesses of the layers, 
and the lowest phase velocity where the program starts to 
find a solution at each frequency. Those values will be asked 
on a terminal assigned to channel 4 except for shear velocities, 
densities, and thickness of the layers. They should be 
written in File 15 in free format.
The program is listed in the following. No subprograms 
are required.
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DIMENSION BETA(10 ), RHO(IO), THKMES(10), 3SQ(10) 
D0U3LE PRECISION BETA, RHO, THKUES, 3SQ, BETM3Q 
DOUBLE PRECISION STD, OMEGA, C, DPMV 
DOUBLE PRECISION R3NMN, XK, C11, C12, BETMSQ, ARG3TM 
DOUBLE PRECISION SIM CM, 311, 321,'EXPPQM, EXPMQM 
DOUBLE PRECISION.FLOVE, CSQ, QN, FLOVEC 
DOUBLE PRECISION SR3MMM, BSQRHM, R3ETAM, TEMP
CC a****#*****#*## ****** **************
C TOI3 IS A PROGRAM FOR CALCURATION OF THE DISPERSION
C CURVE OF PHASE VELOCITY FOR ’LOVE WAVEr.
C
C
C .... INPUT THE VARIABLES AND PARAMETERS
C
WRITE (4, 105)
106 FORMAT(’ INPUT THE NUMBER OF LAYERS’)
READ (4, 100) N 
DO 10 1=1, N
READ(15,101) BETA(I), RHO(I), THKNES(I)
BSQ(I) = BETA(I )**2 
10 CONTINUE
C
C ....  SET THE PARAMETERS AND INITIAL VARIABLE
r
BETMSQ = BETA(II )**2 
MMNU32 = N - 2 
BSORHN = RHO(N) * BETMSQ 
WRITE(4,102)
102 FORMAT(’ INPUT THE INITIAL PHASE VELOCITY
1 IN ICI/SEC.’)
READ(4,103) PHAINT




104 FORMAT(’ THEORETICAL DISPERSION CURVE OF
1 THE LOW WAVE’//)
STD = 1.QD-10
  START THE DO ROOP FOR THE CALCURATIOM OF DISPERSION
AT EACH FIXED VALUE OF FREQUENCY
DO 1 1=1,50
FREQ = 5.0 * FLOAT (I)
OMEGA = 6.233135307 * D8LE( FREQ )
DELTC - 1.CD+OQ 





C THE MEXI 13 AFTER ’ FAST SURFACE WAVE AID
C FREE MODE COMPUTATIONS’
C BY F. A. SCHWAS AND L. KMOPOFF
Q ***********************************************************
C CMEGA = ANGLE FREQUENCY
C C = PHASE VELOCITY
C BSQ(M) = SQUARE ROOT OF THE SHEARE WAVE VELOCITY
C IN THE M-TH LAYER
C THKMES(M) = THICKNESS‘OF THE M-TH LAYER
C RHO(M) = DENSITY IN TIRE M-TH LAYER
C- 3ETNSQ = SQUARE ROOT OF THE SHEARE VELOCITY IN
C N-TH LAYER
C N = NUMBER OF THE LAYER
C NMNUS2 = M-2
C BSQRHN = RIGIDITY IN THE N-TH LAYER
C
C COMPUTATION OF THE LOVE WAVE
C- DISPERSION FUNCTION
C
C- ....SET LEFT-HAND MATRIX
C
1000 C3Q = C**2
IF (BETMSQ. EQ. 0. GD+OQ ) GO TO 130 
RBNMN = -DSQRT .0 . 0D+00-CSQ/8ETNSQ)*B5QRHN 
GO TO 140 
130 RBNMN = O.OD+OO
140 XX = OMEGA / C
C 11 = RBNMN 
C 12 = -1.00*00 
WRITE(4,901) C11,C12 
901 FORMAT(’ C11 =’,D,’ C 1 2 = ’,D)
C .....COMPUTE THE MATRIX PRODUCT TO THE
C- ....LEFT OF THE RIGHT-HAND MATRIX
C
DO 170 J=1, NMNUS2 
M s f l-J  
BETMSQ = BSQ(M)
ARG3TM = 1. QD*OQ - CSQ / BETMSQ 
IF (ARG3TM. GT. 0. OD+OO) GO TO 150 
IF(ARG3TM.EQ.0.0D*O0) GO TO 170 
RBETAM - DS’QRT (-ARG3TM)
QM = XX * RBETAM * THKMES(M)
RBMMM = RBETAM * BETMSQ * RHO(M)
3INQM = DSIN( QM)
311 =: DCOSCQM )
321 - R3MMM * 3IMQM 
GO TO 160
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150 RBETAM - -DSQRT( ARGBTM)
RBMMM = RBETAM * BETMSQ * RHQ( M )
EXPPQM = 0.5D+Q0*DEXP(XK*RBETAm*thkn9s(m)) 
expmqm = 0.25d+00/exppqm 
SINQM = EXPPQM - EXPMQM
WRITE(4, 800) RBETAM, R3MMM, EXPPQM, EXPMQM,SINQM,311,821 
300 FORMAT(’ RBETAM =\D/’ RBMMM = ' ,D/' EXPPQM = ' ,
1 D/’ EXPMQM =' ,D/T SINQM =f ,D/T D11=’,
2 D,5X,’ 321 =',D)
311 = EXPPQM + EXPMQM 
B21 = -RBMMM * SINQM
160 TEMP = C11 * B11 - C 12 * B21
WRITE(4,902) B11,B21
902 FORMAT(’ B11 =’,D,*321 = f,D)
C 12 = C11*SINQM / RBMMM + C12 *B11 
C11 = TEMP
WRITE(4, 903) C 11,C-12
903 FORMAT(’ C11 = ’,D, »C12 = T,D)
170 CONTINUE
C
C ....INCLUDE THE RIGHT-HAND MATRIX
C
BETMSQ = BSQ( 1 )
ARGBTM = 1. OD-mOO - CSQ/BETMSQ 
IF (ARGBTM. GT. 0. OD+OO) GO TO 130 
IFCARGBTM.EQ.O.OD-tOO) GO TO 200 
RBETAM = DSQRT( -ARGBTM )
QM = XX * RBETAM * THKNESO )
B11 = DCOS(QM)
B21 = RBETAM * BETMSQ * RH0(1) * DSIN(QM)
GO TO 190 
180 RBETAM = -DSQRT(ARGBTM)
EXPPQM = 0.5D-mOQ*DEXP(XX*R3ETAM*THXNES(1 ))
EXPMQM = 0.25DhQ0/EXPPQM
B 11 - EXPPQM + EXPMQM
321 = -RBETAM * BETMSQ * RH0(1 )
1 *(EXPPQM - EXPMQM)
190 FLOVE = C11-B11 - C12*B21
WRITE(4,904) B11,821
904 FORMAT(’ B11 FINAL =»,D,fB21 FINAL =’,D)
GO TO 210




C THE ABOVE IS AFTER ’ FAST SURFACE WAVE AND
C FREE MODE COMPUTATIONS’













 TO FIND THE ROOT OF THE DISPERSION FUNCTION
WRITE(4,9000) FLOVE 
FORMAT(» FLOVE = \ D)
IF(DABS(FLOVE).LT.STD) GO TO 4 
SIG2 ~ —1 0
IF(FLOVE.GT. 0. OD+QQ) SIG2 = 1.0 
IF(K.EQ.1) GO TO 3 
SIGHN = SIG1 * SIG2 
IF(SIGHN.GT.O.O) GO TO 3 
DELTG = DELTC/2.00*00 
ND = 1
C = C - DELTC 
SIM 1 = SIM2 
GO TO 1000
IFCND.EQ.1) DELTC = DELTC/2.CD+OQ
C = C + DELTC
NTIME = MTIME + ND
SIN1 = SIN2
GO TO 1000
WRITE(4, 110) FREQ, G*1 EGA, C, NTIME 
FORMAT(F, 2D, I)
CONTINUE
STOP
END
160
